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College Faculty Vote '{es 
More than 1,000 members of the 
Massachusetts State College 
Association on October 8, 1980 
voted to withold employee services 
if Governor Edward J. 'King does 
not fund their contract by the firstpf 
November. -
The statewide vote saw 1,244 
out oi 1,676 eligible faculty, 
librarians and laboratory school 
teachers. cast ballots. 
The results were 1,010 voting yes 
and 234 voting against, according to 
Vincent. F. McGrath of Salem State 
College, President of the MSCA. 
"We are pleased that the 75'!1I of our 
members who voted, more than 
81"0 chose to send a clear signal to 
the Governor that we are entitled to 
the same treatment he has 





by Sue Asci 
The Office of Student Services 
has received an emergency call from 
the Red Cross ..... There is a critical 
shortage of Type 0 blood. This 
shortage is expected to be worse 
this week after the holiday weekend' 
when there are many accidents. 
"The Red Cross had received 148 
pints from the October 1st drive, " 
commented Peter Hartel of the 
Office. of Student Services. "We 
usually have provided close t'O 200." 
The 30,000 member Alliance won 
'a 10"" a year salary increase over 
three years. 
Bridgewater MSCA Chapter 
President Charles Angell reported 
to the Comment that 179 out of 234 
eligible faculty' at Bridgewater. He 
said that he did not know how the 
faculty at' Bridgewater voted 
because it was MSCA policy in any 
statewide election to count all the 
ballots collectively rather than on a 
campus by campus basis. 
Whwen asked whether the 
faculty would actually withhold 
services·- a euphemism for a strike-· 
Angell said that he hoped they 
wouldn't have to and that a 
settlement with the Cornmonwealth 
could be reached to the satisfaction 
of all concerned. But, Angell added, 
plans had to be formed just in case. 
The Chapter has pit together a 
Crisis Committee of Don Johnson 
Mike Kryzanek, Joyce Marcus, Bol~ r""'" 
Otto, Bill Levin, and Jim Brennen to ..... ' 
carry out union policy. .. 
Angell also noted that he had ' 
Prof. Charles Angell discuss statewide vote in favor of faculty action 
concerning the undecided fate of the contract. . 
o<:""·",-:"",,,,,,,,,,,,:,r,fl.er.e .wiIJ,pe. another blood di:lve' 
Students should be aware that we 
do have a blood bank here at 
Bridgewater State ColleQP," so.id 
.... David Deep, Vice'" PreSldftnt ' of 
Student Services. "If a member of 
their immediate family is in need of 
blood, the blood is given to them 
free of charge from the Red Cross. 
received phone calls and questions·· 
as had many faculty-· from several 
students who were concernd about 
the threat of a wallwut. "The MSCA 
is'very concerned that thestudents 
urldn~!:.nd dI}d, I hop~, app.' {~Ciute 
oiJfsituation;"Angellsaid.·"Wewent: 
through this kind of treatment 
under Governor Dukakis; I think 
many faculty just feel they've had 
enough and won't permit 
themselves to be handled so 
indifferently by the Cornmnwealth. 
We have to mount the most 
vigorous and effective protest we 
can,"~e addccl, . 
Angell said that he hoj:.!etfthfougli 
regular Comment articles to keep 
the general college community 
informed and that' he intended to 
talk with the SGA President Bill 
Mullen about holding an open 
meeting for students to explain the 
faculty position. ·'People say to me 
that we must do everything we can 
to assure no harm coming to the 
studenls.'eduqation;!sharlitthal, . 
concern," Angell said; "yet what 
greater harm can there be than to be 
taught by a faculty which IS 
continually frustrated and disprited 
by the treatment it receives from its 
employer, the Commonwealth." 
I 
held at Bridgewater State College 
on October 22nd fron lOam· 4pm in 
the Student Union Building, 
Students are urged to sign up on 
October 20th and 21st in the 
Student Union. Walk ins will be 
acn:>pted, 
. This applies to students, faculty, 
and staff./I 
~lS.U. Recommends Fee Increase 
Vi \ .•. ' 1'/ " . ' - ' 
by Sue Asci 
. After a year of discussion and 
study of the Student Union financial 
situation, . the S.U. Board of 
Governors voted to recommend to 
the President, of the College an 
increase in the Student Union fee 
paid' by day school students from 
$22.50 to $27.50 per semester, and 
an increase in the fees paid per 
session by the Program of 
Continuing Education students 
from $5.00to $7.00. If approved, this 
increase would become effective III 
September 1981. never been raised since it was set at 
The Student Union operates on a $5.00 in 1970. Over 85(70 of the total 
"fixed income", which means that S.U. income is derived from student 
inflation, pay increases, and fees. During that time, the cost of 
maintenance problems decrease its living index rose to 13004 percent in 
ability to provide quality services, 1970, 165.5 percent in 1976, and is 
programs, and facilities. Fees paid currently 227.7 percent. Minimum 
by full-time students were set at wage for student employees has 
$17.50 per semester in 1970 and increased from $1.60 in 1970 to 
raised to $22.50 per semester in $3.35 effective January 1, 1980. This' 
1976. The fee paid by the Program of is an increase of 209 percent. 
Continuing Education students has, DuriJ:lg the 1979·1980 academic 
year, the Student Union was forced 
to spend approximately $3,000 of its 
reserve funds. The Union is 
presently at a deficit spending 
position, using savings for long-term 
repair and replacement for 
immediate needs. in the months of 
May through August, the Union 
spends a substantial portion of its 
reserves in anticipation of fees to be 
collected. The building is now ten 
years 'oJdd and increasing amounts 
of money is . being spent on the 
maintenance 'and replacement"'af 
major furniture and ,equipmen't 
items. The. money available to the 
S.U, Program Committee was set at 
$45,000 in 1970 and has increased to 
$47,000, an increaseofless than one 
percent: Program costs . have 
increased drastically. 
Dr. Richard Veno discusses proposed fee increase. 
There will be an upcoming 
student ref~rendum, conducted by 
the S.G.A.,. allowing students to 
voice their opinion through voting .. 
The Board of Governors and the 
Student Union staff will discllss the 
question' with any student-groups. 
Students with questions are 
welcome .fostop. in. the Student 
Union Director's oltice., 
ELECTION RESULTS 
Class of 1984 
President-~ Tim Green 
Vice Pres.--Andrew Maylor 
Secretary--Kelly Morang 
T reasurer--Jerry G reeberg 
Publicity Director--Diane Fisher 
Social Director--Cynthia Cronan 
2 Yearbook Reps--Helen Cabucchio 
Diana DiFranchesco tied with 
Sheila, McDermott 




Class of 1983 
Treasurer-~Janet DaSilva 
Class of 1982 
Yearbook Rep--Anne Meade 
Class of 1981 















An article ran last issue regarding the failure of Gov. King to approve 
the teacher's contract. The faculty voted last week to "withold services" 
if the governor fails to approve the contract by Nov. Is't. We all know this 
means a strike. Now you may say, "Hey, great, no school," but it's more 
complicated than that. NO school, no grades. Without gr:ades, we can't 




ONe would you bu.g? 
UNAO\IER,'SEO 
SPE-C \A-1... S 
S~ V"blll iksh 
If Gov. King doesn't ratity the contract. I ani personalty in favor of their 
strike. "Why'!" I hear someone ask, "They're supposed to teach. 
Whatever happened to dedicated teachers'!" Well, I answer. whatever 
happened to equal pay for equal work? If I were hired to do 2. Job, and 
suddenly ther\~ were no provisions tor me to be paid for my work, I 
wouldn't work eIther. The teachers have no contract, which means t h(:'re 
IS n0 arrangement for them to be Pdld,_why should rhey work lor Iree! 
We're paylllg good mOlwy lor {Jur t!ducatlun. alld tUItion keer)s g01l1g up. 
Our instructors don't seem to be seeing any 01 thIS money. 
__ .. _________________________ -1---.1. 
So. fellow !;lud~nt5, let's sh()w rfw f<1lulty Ihdl we support theIr CdLlSt', 
We may be empf()yees (Jf the stdle 111 Ihe fUlUr£:c', Sh{iw wert' not 
apathetic, taJ{E;.' theIr !..'ae! . .lIKi somehow get I11v{Jived! ; 
strike is foremost. They are 
following it closely to bring the 
information and details to this 
campus--to you--through this 
newspaper. It's news that could 
affect your future at B.S.C. Do you 
care? You should. The fact that The 
Comment • the only open forum 
where you can voice your opinions, 
find out about Administration 
games, and discover what's 
happening on campus--the fact 
that this might all, shut down;-
because of" student apathy-·is 
disgraceful. Wake up!!! Do you 
care?? 
I..Hf~ 
Why, an Indian philosopher once remarked, does Western logic so 
of.ten force one to decide between two totally unacceptable altcrri;.l!ives, 
it n~d not. It will take a steady neerve, no doubt; over thenexf few 
weJks to survive the onslaught of the powers that be, led by the 
networks and the press, all combining to narrow your decision to the old 
Either/Or: Reagan or Carter. If you decide to break out of the mold and 
vote for 'someone you would like to see president, or for someone 
representing a party or cause with which you identify, you wili4f:i: treated 
as an irresponsible, stupid, nearsighted mischief-maker ushering in if 
consititutional crisis and, in all likelihood, submitting America [Q the 
fascist jackboot for the next generation, 
Sincerely, 
Lynn R Haffner 
Lettel' 
to 
Seniors Thus, you will be denounced by the same people who have been 
lamenting for most of this year, the lack of choice, the'lack debate, the 
decline of the parties, the failure of the primary system and the general 
collapse of the Republic. 
Dear members of the Senior Class, 
Last Monday, October 6, with 
.deep regret, r announced my 
resignation from the position of 
Senior Class President. Why? It's a 
Pay them no heed. After four years, Jimmy Carter does not deserve 
the benediction of being the lesser evil, nor now' Ronald Reagan the 
accolade of being a rational choice. 
'long story, which begins with a 
mistake on my transcripts, evulved 
int.q" a deep self-evaluation, and 
GWB 
lL~ttersto the Edito~ 
ended with my decision to change 
my major to ait, which 
consequently changes my date of 
graduation. The hard truth boils 
down to the fact that whether I 
remained a Political Science major 
or not, it wuld ,virtually, have ber'n 
murder for me to try and graduate in 
May '81 due to my original major 
change from art to polL sci., 
compounded by a few other small 
Student Apathy 
Attacked 
Open Letter to the Campus, 
Autumn--a good season for 
raking, leaves, playing a little 
football, making up a costume for 
Halloween. But Autumn, like a lot of 
things", doesn't just happen all by 
itself. Sure, the temperature drops 
and the leaves turn pretty colors. 
But special things don't happen 
without your involvement. 
Sometimes one person can make 
something special happen. More 
often, it takes a group of people 
working together. This newspaper, . 
for example, could easily become 
non--existent on this campus unless 
more people become involved. 
People are funny, though~ They are 
afraid of getting involved. How will 
anything spedal happen unless you 
take the time to put some of yourself 
into somethins? Give a little. It's. 
strange, isn't it. that the world is full 
complications. If I had tried to finish 
of causes, and 'aISO tult ot people up by May, I'm quite sure that I 
who don't care. 
The word is apathy. The student.s would have had to shirk some heavy 
responsibilities ... either with my 
on this campus are suffering from studies or with yo, u: the Class of 
mass apathy. It's a shame. You'll' '1981. 
recognize the people who have it by . It was for those rea.sons thati 
their repeated, use of two phrases; resigned, a.nd lregret the fact that it 
"So what," and "I don't care." is so late in the semester,but I also 
The attitude of students toward assure you that I have all the faith in 
the November 1st strike is most the, world in your new Class 
startling, Please--if you haven't the President, David Monroe, and the 
time to become involved, at least other fine officers: Gina Ferron, 
become informed.' If Ki!1g doesn't Secretary; John Ahokas, 
sign the contract by Nov. 1, the first . Treasurer; Gene Manning, Publicity 
week of November promises to' be Director; and Bob Reed: Social 
quite eventful on· this campus. .Director. 
There is apossibiJity that your It is very easy for the publiclo 
professor may not show,up for your focus on only the president of 
lecture ... all your professors, all your organizations such as the senior 
lectur~ ... all your lJ10ney down the Senior Class, and it then becomes 
drain, Ask yourself seriously, now--- easier for the public to overlook the 
Do you care??? accomplishments of the other 
In the minds of a few people, the officers, or attribute these 
'accomplishments to the President. I 
would like to emphasize the fact that 
the success of the Class of 1981 in 
the past two years that I have been 
president is due to the commitment 
and cooperation that the class 
officers as a collective whole have 
donated to each other and to the 
class. Sure, my contribution may 
have helped, but remember: I 
couldn't have done it alone. 
The. position . of, the Vice-
President, whkhisnow vacant,' has 
in my opinion, proved to be the most 
overlooked, but probably the most 
demanding job out of all the Class' 
Officer positions, no matter what 
the class. The V.P, has no truly 
defined duties, such as taking notes 
and distributing minutes or keeping 
track of the treasury (which are in 
no way easy tasks themselves). The 
V.P. has to anything and everything 
the president has to do without the 
Glamour. The V.P. does not get 
invited to meetings such as Town· 
College Commitee, or get the 
cha'nt::e' to deliver speeches at 
prestigious events such as 
Convocation or Commencement. 
The Vice-President does as' many 
dirty duties as all tht' cithertlass 
officers do combined ... because 
whatever is left over is usually 
assigned to the poor V,p, It takes a 
patient but ambitiou&,' capable but 
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IAnnouncements I 
WRITING CENTER HOURS. o --------- ••• - ••• --"" -.-- ••••• ----- ...... "-- ••••• - •• 
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell Library 238, exists to serve 
anyo~e needin~.assistance with his or her writing. Whatever the problem, 
staff m the Wntmg Center will help find a solution. The Fall; 1980 hours 
are: 
Monday: 9:00am· 1 1:00am, 2:00pm·3:00pm 
Tuesday: 9:00am·12:00, 1:00pm·3:00pm 
Wednesday: 10:00am·11:00am, 2:00pm·3:00pm 
Thursday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm 
Friday: 10:00am·12:00, 2:00pm-3:00pm 
Feel free to drop in at any of the above items for an appointment. For 
additional information call campus extension 545. 
••• -0 ______ -.-.-.-.--------_._-------- ••• _.-------CAREER PLANNING ANij""j)l:ACEMENT···········_·················· . 
Test and registration dates are as follows; the G.M.A.T. test date is 
Oct.25, its registration date is Sept. 22 and late registration is Sept. 25-29. 
The L.S.A.T. rest date is Dec. 6, the registration date is NOv. 10 and Late 
regist!ation is Nov. 17. The G.R.E. test date is Oct. 18, the registration 
date IS Sept. 18 and the late registration is Sept. 19-23. The N.T.E. test 
date is Nov. 8, registration date is Oct. 8, and late registration is Oct. 15 
. The Miller Analogy Test is given every Wed. in the D.C.E. office in the 
Library at 2: 15, registration in advance. Contact the Career Planning and 
Placement for more information. 
········RATiisKEiiER"i-i6iiRS············· .................................................. . 




Sundays 1-7:00 football on the Big Screen 
after Home football games; 3-6:00pm . 
The Rathskeller provides a variety of entertainment, sports- and movies 
on the Big Screen TV as well as a variety of domestic and :'Tlported beer 
and wine, pizza, salads, subs, and more 
- . - - . _. --- . -. -_. - - _. --. ~ -. -.. -'. - _w. ___ •• ____ •••• _. __ w •••• _ •••••• _._ ••••• _ •••••• 
CA THOLIC CENTER 
The Center is open .daily from 8am to llpm. Fr.McNamara can be 
cont.acted anytime at ext. 555. The Mass Schedule is: Daily·-12:05pm, 
Saturday··4:00pm, Sunday··9:00am (Children's Liturgy), 1O:45am, and 
7:00pm, Thursday··12:05pm and 4:05pm. Penance is celebrated before 
or after any Mass and also Wed··3.-4pm, and Sat·-3-3:45pm. Counseling 
is available at any time. The Center offers the following facilities; a library 
with over 3,000 volumes, typewriters, tape recorders, several study 
areas and seminar rooms. There is also a large kitchen and dining area. 
CENTER OFFERS CLASSES 
This semester four classes are being presented at the Center. Intro to 
the Gospels, Mondays from 4:30-S:1Spm. An understanding of the 
Gospels is important for a growing and maturing faith. The classes will 
review in perspective the four Gospels. Each Gospel reflects a unique 
faith focus. A new Testament will be given to each person attending. 
Why Catholic?, Wednesdays 4:30·5:15. This class will stress the 
underlying Cat holic orientation or perspective on subjects such as Faith, 
Tradition, Bible, Sacraments, Family, Death, Life, etc. Each meeting will 
involve a one· half hour taped presentation followed by ~ discussion. 
Christian Prayer, Mondays 7:00pm. An introduction to Christian 
Prayer by means of sharing the scriptures and an introduction to a simple 
but effective form of Contemplative Prayer known as the Prayer of 
Centering. Centering Prayer has certain similaritieswith Transcendental 
Meditation. 
Marriage Preparation, Sunday afternoons, Oct. 26·Nov. 23. These 
meetings are designed to meet the urgent need for couples to reflect on 
this serious, final decision, on the great possibilities of Christian 
marriage. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP "RAP" SESSIONS 
The groups will meet for qne hour (8 weeks). The time and day will be 
determined by those interested 
. Spiritual Counterfeits: Confrontation of the CuJts~-Ar 
examination of the "Moonies" and other" cult" groups. 
Faith for Personal Crises--Discussions will include such crises as peer' 
relationships, .family conflicts, loneliness and anxiety. The purpose will 
be to discus$ ways of moving positively to overcome these conflitts. 
Trying to be Christian--DoeS mv Christian life-style include real 
Christian community or am 1 a Lone Ranger Christian? Is. my life-style 
legalistic or based on love? Do I have a Christian life·style when it is much 
easier to live in No Sweat City? . 
The Sacred Cows are Dying-Events force us to change or discard the 
values by which we:' live'. These events push "our little boats" off course. 
The experience of college is one of those events. Values help us in the 
decision.-making process and they help us by providing us with a sense 
of stability in a world of change. . 
.Students interested in any of these groups, which meet for 8 weeks 
beginning the last week of September, should le~ve their class schedule, 
name and address (mail box no.) in the Chnstian- Fellowship office, 
Student Union, 3rd floor. The groups are open to all students. 
····················_············ __ ·····upcOMiNG··ciiii\riUXTE·················~············· 
AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL ADMISSIONS 
EXAMINA TIONS 
For seniors considering further graduate education next year, there 
are several tests usually required of applicants. Several of those that 
you should be aware of this semester: Gradu~te. Record 
Examination December 13th; Law School AdmiSSions Test, 
December 6th;' Graduate Management Admissions Test, January 
24th (Dec. 3rd, deadline); National teacher Exam, November 8th and 
the Foreign Service Officer Exam, December6th. 
In most cases, application dealinesare 3·4 weeks before the tes~ ~ates. 
For information and applications on these and other tests, VISit the 
Career Planning and Placement Office. 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
The Student Union has openings fur st~den.t em)J!oyees with skills in 
offset printing, sign and poster makll1g. QualIfied students should 
(lpply in the Student Union Info Booth. . 
..... -•••• <I ... " .. p" •• " ...... 0." ...... ·" .. " .... ·,,· .. •• _ ...... "." •• " .. " ..... " ..... 
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.... A:~DERSON COORDiNATOR 'NAMED .................. . 
The National Unity Campaign for Joi:m Anderson annOt.ln;:ed this week 
that BSC senior po!iticai screfice major Chris Giilon has been named 
campus coordinator for anderson supporters in the upcoming 
presidentiai election. Chris has been organizing campaign activities on 
campus and is eager to hear from voiunteers willing to assist in the 
Ande.30n effort. An organizational meeting 1.vi!] be held on Tues. Od. 7 
at 11am in L105. If you are unable to make this meeting, Chris can be 
contacted with a message left at the Political Science Dept., ext. 242. If 
you just wish to learn more about John Anderson, feel free to contact 
Chris, ele~tion timne is just around the corner. 
· ... MBA 'FORUM .......................................... . 
For seniors and other students thinking about graduate school in 
business, there will be two special forums heJd in Boston this fall. Over 
100 graduate schools of business will be there to answer any questions 
regarding admissions, curricula, financial aid, and c.areer opportunities. 
. These will be held at Northeastern UNiversity, the Ell Center, on; Friday, 
October 31 from 3·8, and on Saturday, November 1 from 10·4 . 
Workshops will be held on Friday at 5:30 and 7:00 and Saturday at 10:30, 
noon, and one. Additional information is available in the Career Planning 
and Placement Office. 
· ... TEMPORARY i:iJ:'s .................................... . 
The temporary I.D:s that were issue two weeks ago, expired on 
Tuesday, Sept. 30. New 1.0. cards must be in your possession in order to 
borrow library books, enter the Rathskeller and purchase tickets to 
events held in the Union. The 1.D. schedule for October is as follows: 
Wed. 10/1 6-8pm 
Tues. 10/7 11-12 
Thurs. 10/9 6·8pm 
Tues. 10/1411-12 
Mon. 10/20 6-8 
Tues. 10/21 11-12 
Tues. 10/28 11-12 
Tues. 10/28 6·8' ' 
The I.D. Room is located on the second floor (top) of the B.S.C. STudent 
Union 
Student Union. 
· : .. HPER Ci'-UB ............ , .............................. . 
The Health, Physical Education and Recreation Club will be sponsoring 
an Octoberfest Marathon on October 18th. This will consist of an entire 
day of activities beginning at 8:30am and concluding at 9:00pm. Included 
will be a 4-6pm skating session at Riverdale Rollerworld and from 6:30-
7:30 a hayride. More information will follow as to signing up. The HPER is 
also sponsoring a T~shirt designing contest. Prizes will be awarded to the 
student or faculty member who submits the best design or slogan. Start 
thinking of designs now and the criteria for the contest will be posted in 
the gym lobby beginning Monday. 
EARTH SCIENCE 
... n rhur~dw'/. UCI. iblh. VI. Eve(t..'/1 Murphy, the Choll"person of fhe 
NU/l()l101 Adv/:sO/'Y Commlssioll on Oceans (It.,J Armosplwft>. u'dl 
prUl"dl' (111 lIlfurl1lo/ ~enll1J(lr 01 --1:00pm. on llle 5uiJIE'CI of "Hozordous 
t.v(l~Il' MlIl1tlgel1lf!l1t" The ::-.l'l1lU1Llr Lvrll [It' iwfd lt1 1 he J\.1c1.\1J.:ell j..zt1rW·l 
Let! w'c Huil. 
ARTS MAGAZINE 
The staff of the Arts Magazine meets every Tuesday morning at 11 in the 
cubicle area, near the Game Room. Anyone with an interest in the 
creative arts is invited to join at any time. OcL 16 is the submission 
deadline for our first issue. Drop off your poetry, short story, one-act 
play, music, song, print, photo, sketch, or whatever you can contribute 
to the ARts Magazine mailbox in the S.U.Info Booth. Be sure to put your 
name on your work so we can recognize you in the magazine. 
Photographs should be black and white. All graphics should have your 
name and address so we may return the original to you, Please submit 
only copies of your written work, as this material is not returned to you. 
We're looking forward to making this first issue a real success. \ 
YEARBOOK STAFF 
If you can draw, photograph, write; if you like sports, theatr~, academics; 
if you . like social life, or just generally living, join our staff. The BSe 
Yearbook is in need of an Assistant Editor in Chief, representatives, or 
general staff persons. Stop by the SGA, fill out a form so we can get in 
touch with you. 
A VIA TION SCIENCE 
· __ .... _ •.. _._,,_ .• ___ ..••• ·W"._.·· 
The Aviation S~ien('e Program Coordinator. Prut. ,John DeluGl invites 
students interested in flying to Join the Aviation Science students in I heir 
class Airsclence i.ll1d Navigation I. ThiS course IS t he til'S! haH 01 ,\ two· 
serTlesler course I h~\t prelJ<ln's the student tor th~) written examl11dllon 
lor l1 privi.:lte pilot's license. Twu credits ,\rl! grdnted tor each hdlt. The 
class will 11lL'('1 tor twelve weeks beginning Tuesdd'y'. Sept. 30th.lt will bl' 
held from 4: Ib to 7: IS in Romn 206 llt Ihe SCll:'nre huildll19.The cm;j'se IS 
uttered dS pdll nl the }"egulcil" di:1s:'·school prugram. . 
COCKTAIL HOUR PLANNED 
The e,11 hulll" C ",Iller Will sponsor c1 l"l;K k:l,t alllO,our ~oIlO\l~~n~g I hd~? ~IlSendln",' 
The,lIe['sprodultIOll o l"PiPPll1"ont-=nCdY, yt()1er il1<111 ,-dlllr dY, 
Octolwr [Xlh In)11\ llUO to l~:OUpm. AII,m.' cordl<llly llWltl'd III <1!tend. 
PIANO BAR 
On Friday, October 17th, "Bill Forbush" will return for his second of four 
piano bars. Faculty and students are urged to come hear him play from 4· 
7pm. Sponsored by the Student Union Program Committee. 
,. ... '" .,,"' ....... .- .............. , ..... ,-" ................................................... .. 
BIG SCREEN IN RAT 
The following programs will be featured on the Big Screen TV in the RAt; 
October 17th "GRease" at 5pm;·October20, 22nd 'TheLongest Yard" at 
7pm; October 2 1"23rd "AIi··Fraser" Championship Fight at 7pm. Look 
for details on November movies sponsored by the S.U Progran1 
Committee. 
" .... ,. .... ' ............................ " .............. - ................................ ' ... " .. 
CHECK CASHING 
STudents are encouraged to open a checking account at Clny of the local 
banks. The Student Union Information Booth does not have adequate 
funds available to meet the needs of the College community without 
some delay, and occasionally running out of cash during busy periods . 
This is partially due to the large amount of money owed to the Student 






by Louise R. Burke 
High taxes are a major political 
issue. A few . years ago, California 
tried to reduce property taxes with 
Proposition 13. Now, Massachu-
setts is trying to do the same wit h 
Proposition 2 1/2. 
A 60,OOO·signaturepetition drive~ 
initiated by the Citizens for Limited 
Taxation,- is the reason that 
Proposition 21/2 is on the'Nov. 4th 
ballot. Massachusetts taxes are 70Q o 
above the national average, and 
through this referendum voters can 
drastically limit property and excise 
taxes. 
The basic premise behind Prop 2 
1/2 is to limit property tax hikes to 2 
1/2. This is supposed to satisfy 
peoples desire for lower taxes, and 
give homeowners more income to 
do with what they want. Bi9 
. business supports Prop 2 1/2. as 
they did Prop 13. "t will 'help 
landlords, create state income tax 
benefjts for renters, and Jessen state 
auto excise taxes. 
There are eight major elements t·o 
Proposition 2 1/2. They are: 
1-Limit property taxes to 2 1/20.0 of a 
propertys full, fair market value 
2- Cut auto excise taxes from $66 
per $1000 to $25 per $1000 
3-- Limit annuai property tax 
increases to no more than 2 1/20.-0 
of the previous years collections 
4- Ban unfunded, state-mandated 
programs 
5-- Allow residential renters to 
deduCt 1/2 their years rent from 
state income taxes 
6- Repeal fiscal autonomy for . ~ 
transferring spending control from 
school committees to the lac al 
appropriating authority 
7- Repeal binding arbitration for 
police and firefighters 
8- Limit annual ~creases in levies 
from county government, schoc::>l 
districts, and regional authorities 
to 4% . of the previous years 
appropriation 
In the first year of Prop2 1/2 .. 
property tax revenues would drop 
$363 million. Auto excise taxes 
would drop $150 million. Almost 
every city and large town would lOse 
these revenues. OnJuly 1, 1981,184 
cities and towns would have to 
reduce their tax collections by 15'-\., 
yearly 'till they conform _.to the 2 
1/2'\, rate. Some local tax rates 
include: 
Brockton .................. SUn 
Duxbury ................ 2; 19n : .. 
New Bedford .... " .. , ...... 4.2t.lo 
Taunton ................ 3.38'-\, 
For those towns whose rate wa.s 
below 2 L 2'\1 in 1979, they are 
limited to that 1979 rate. 
Because at this lost revenue. CL 1 
suggests raising fees on all pUblic 
services, including libraries, lOcal 
permits, and sanitution services, but 
the fee should not exceed the cost Qf 
services rendered. . 
If Prop 2 1/2 passes, state and 
local taxes will have to be altered 
with possibilities being explored 
from a . broadened sales tax to 
increased income taxes, and others 
Recent polls show that morethq~ 
half the voters don't know whqt 
PI'OP 2 1·2 is ,and fOllrty percent aYe 
undecided. Of those, remaini~8.., 
most are for Prop Q 1,2, accordlng-
to CL T. These for the propOSition 
are seeing what it will do' f(Jy 
taxpayers; those opposed Cl-r 
undecided fear losing the \0<:, Ct1 
service:: and its Impact t.J.l) 
government. . 
Next Issue: The Opposing Vie"" ~ 




by Sue Asci 
Homecoming 1980 is only a week 
away_ There are many events 
planned for the weekend. Tickets 
for all events will be on sale 
Tuesday, October 21st, at 3pm and 
7pm in the Student Union Ballroom. 
On Thursday, October 23rd, 
there will be a ~ck-off party at the 
Sons of Italy Hall in Brockton. 
Students must be 20 years old and 
have a positive photo I.D. to attend. 
The event is sponsored by the Class 
of 1980. Also at 8:00pm, the group 
"Midnight Traveler" will be 
appearing in the S.U. Ballroom, 
sponsored by the Class of 1982. At 
7:30pm in the Catholic Center the 
following movies will be shown; 
"Three Stooges, H "Ladies and 
Gentlemen, the Rolling Stones." this 
is sponsored by the Class of 1983. 
On Friday, October 24th, the 
S.G.A. will sponsor an event 
featuring "Silverado" in the S.U. 
Ballroom at 8:00pm. 
On Saturday, October 25th, 
there will be coffee and donuts at the 
Catholic Center at lOam, and' an 
alumni event at Scott Hall at the 
same time. Float judging will take 
jplace at the Boyden Quadrangle at 
1 1:00am, followed by a parade to the 
Swenson field'at 12:00. There will be 
a Tailgating Party at the Swenson 
field at 12:30. The B.S.c. Bears will 
play against Nichols College at 
1:30pm. There will be a halftime 
show and awards featured. 
The Program Committee and 
Student Union Board of Governors 
are sponsoring an Alumni Event in 
the Formal Dining Room at 4:00pm 
on Saturday to celebrate the. 10th' 
anniversary of the STudent Union. 
Must be 20 years old and have a 
positive photo I.D. to attend. 
The Student Government 
Association is sponsoring an 
Alumni event in the Council 
Chambers at 4:00pm. Jim Plunkett 
will be appearing in the Student 
Union Rathskeller at 8:00pm. 
Tickets are priced at $2.50 for BSC 
and $3.00 for Alumni. "Irish Night" 
will be held in Tillinghast Hall at 
8:00pm. Students milst be 20 years 
old and have a positi\l€ photo to. to 
attend these events.· 
Also on Saturday, the Program 
Committee is sponsbring an event' 
in the Ballroom featuring the.group 
"Suburban Desire." 'lrish Night, 
Under Twenty" will be· held in the 
Catholic Center, and is sponsored 
by the Class of 1983. 
There is something for everyone. 
It is hoped that many will show some 
Bridgewater spririt and enjoy the 
Homecoming Weekend. 
Beachcomber Toun PreleDtl 
~~~i~;~ ...... 4.~ 
In ~(e~· 
..&.O~ ~6,'" . ~ "l"'~for S 69 * 
-... only 
OCT. U. NOV. 1,:& OR NOV. ,,', ~ 
'ADD 15'., FOR T~X. GRATUITIES ANO SERVICf 
.. Round Trip Transportation Via Luxury 
Air-Conditioned Motor Coach 
+ 3 Days/2 Nights at The Holiday Inn 
Downtown-Montreal . 
.. Full American Breakfast Daily 
.. 'Restaurant& lounge with live entertainment 
... Indoor Pool Facilities 
.. Services of the Beachcomber Staff 
hachCOMbef '"rI, 11\(. • 
1325 MIII .... I)O<I Hlghw.y' WIIII.m •• tII •• N.Y. 14221 
T.1. 617·215·7659 - 1I6·6J2·31ZJ 
Agonllor W.N.Y. 101010' Lin •• Lee ... c. 12Q2_ 





The Department of Ps,:,,'cho!ogy is 
sponsoring the following guest 
speakers in conjunctiun with PY 
350, special topic, Medical 
Psychology, which is presently 
being offered through the evening 
schooL 
On Tuesday, October 28th, John 
Urkin Gramham, MO, MACP, 
Director of the Headache Research 
Foundation, Faulkner Hospital, 
Boston, and his assistant Jane 
Roberts Bill, MSW, LICSW, Senior 
CLinical Social Work Supervisor 
will speak. The topic will be, 'The 
Psychobiological Approach to 
Medicine with emphasis on 
Headache REsearch." 
On Tuesday, November 4th, 
Wayne O. Evans, PhD, Director of 
the Biofeedback Boston Pain Unit, 
Mass. Rehabilitation HOspital in 
Boston, and Associate DEan, 
Graduate Education, Professor of 
Psychology, Massachusetts College 
of Pharmacy will speak. 
The lectures will be given in the 
Library Lecture Hall at 7:30pm on 
the above menrioned dates. All are 
invited to attend. 
IMJREC REMINDER 
Men's-Women's Coed Volleyball 
Intramurals began October 14, 
Monday - Thursday starting at 7:30 
p.m. in the Kelly Gym. [f you haven't 
joined a' team, come and support 
your favorite teams in some great 
competition! 
SLIMNASTICS 
Keep fit and stay in shape! Join 
the Body Works ( Slimnastics 
Worksh<?p) clC1ssl?~QegCtn TL)esday. 
October14,-and-runthrough the 
semester every Tuesday and 
Thursqay free hour (10:50 . 11:50 
a.m.) in the Kelly Small Gym. All 
B.S.C. students, faculty and staff 
are welcome. Come dressed to 
participate. for more information 
contact: Debbie Sprout, 28S·9213. 
AEROBIC DANCE WORKSHOP 
An Aerobic Dance Workshop 
Exercise Workshop, open to all 
B.S.C. students, faculty and staff, 
began October 1st and is running 
for 5 sconsecutive Wednesdays, 
from 9 to 10 p;m. in the Kelly Small 
Gym. come dressed Q.d ready to 
participate. For further information 
contact Maureen Ryan 697-8597, or 
Lisa McKan 697-2500. 
Keating Typing Seroice 
FREE Pick-up & Deliuery 
Themes, Manuscripts, 
Resumes typed quickly, 
accurately 
Editing or criticism if desired 




Is There Anybody 
There? 
by M. C. L 
Out 
This campus on any given day has approximately 4,300(?) people on it. 
Yet, they, including myself, seem to be just drifting in and out of the 
buildings and life itself. We all seem to be going through the motions of 
. living and not actually partiCipating in the process itself. I know we have 
all heard dozens of pitches entitled: "Get Involved-You'll feel better." But 
that all deals with philosophy, I think it is time now to look at the hard 
core results of our campus apathy. I stress campus apathy, not jllst 
student apathy because we all have an active part on what does or does 
not occur on this campus. Very few groups are exclusively just students. 
Most groups are willing, if not eager to ger opinions and suggestions from 
all segments of the college community. President Rondileau has 
appropriately make that term "college community asd a theme for his 
administration. I believe it is time for all of us, including President 
Rondileau, to review what exactly "college community" means and the 
obligations that accompanies the term. 
There is a smaller and smaller segment of the college population trying 
to fulfill the obligations of the entire college. We all want the services and 
entertainment that the other schools have; the question is do we deserve 
it? The reality of the situation is that just a handful of people in each 
organization get the work which is necessary in order to provide these 
services "dumped" on them. To top it off, after litetally burning 
t.hem~elves out .in an effort to accommadate the campus, they get very 
httle, If any, praise on thank you'sfrom the college community. Why do 
we always seem quick to criticize but very reluctant to praise? How many 
times have you complained because for example Program Committee 
dare to have a program that you personally disliked; compared to the 
number of times that you have been willing to suggest to the committee 
the types of programs that you would like to see? Last week a lot of 
people were upset because the "Comment" did not get published due to 
the fact which was clearly stated, that there was not enough material or 
help to print the paper; yet the office still remains semi.deserted. 
I think it is about time that we take a Ikiik at the people who are trying 
to carryon despite the campus. Most organizations are being run by a 
handful of upperclassmen who generally got involved in the'ir particular 
~)fganizat.ion in their sophomore year. These "activists" are usually 
Involved In more than one extra-curricular activity thus are stretching 
their limits of their commitment to anyone activity. I always thought it 
~as ironic that the reason that other people say that they couldn't get 
Involved was because they have classes. I hate to destroy your illusions 
about the people who are involved, but they too have classes and usually 
work committments on top of that. Everyone knows the main f us to be 
at BSC is to learn but learning is not limited to just classes. It seems to be 
always the same small group (often 4 or 5 if not less) who have done 80'?'" 
of th~ work th~oughout the year. This small and involuntary elite group 
are fmally asking themselves "why bother?" Why.should theyknoGk 
themselves out when no one seems to care one way or the other. A lot of 
them would like to devote more time to themselves; one never realizes 
~he value of personal time until one becomes one of the few people 
Involved in an organization. Many of the people who are involved do so 
out of a sense of loyalty or obligation for their organization. They already 
have enough material for their old "resume". If nothing else, there will be 
a lot of people around BSC with blank resumes after .the education 
section: 
The question which the "college community" must answer is: Are we 
willing to suffer the consequences of our apathy in terms of certain 
services (ie. The Comment) and programs being curtailed if not 
per~anently terminated? Ifso-·fine, a lot of "activists" would be happily 
relelved. If not, then the obligation to carryon and to become involved 
falls on everyone. Let's stop passing the blame and the excuses and take 
part in some organization that interests you. Involvement doesn't have 
to mean a big committment, if there are a lot of people involved. 
Remember "many hands make light work.." . 
Let this article be dedicated to people who are currently involved for 
"never have so few done so much for so manv ..... 
INFORMA TIOj\J-To' ALL 
ADVERTISERS 
Deadlines f9r all classified ads have been 
.' changed to Friday noon; however, the . 
deadline for display advertising is still Monday 
at noon. Any ads submitted after their 
respective deadline will be published in the 
following issue. 
- There will be NO exceptions! 
THE ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Clinic Sees First Speaker 
"I believe they all can learn 
something··Everybodt can learn." 
Ms. Krystyna Dubois. a Social 
Worker at the Wrentham State 
Schook, spoke about the methods 
of working with the trainable 
retarded, on Saturday, October 4, 
when the Children's Developmental 
Clinic hosted its first guest speaker 
of the semester. 
Ms. Dubois explained her method 
of working with the trainable 
retarded which she breaks down 
into a process of seven sepatate 
steps which starts with the basic 
observation of behavior and finishes 
with the generalization of that 
behavior from one place to another, 
In terms of observing behavior, 
the guest speaker explained the 
importance of defining that behavi'br 
in terms of movement. "You have to 
know exactly what behavior you 
want to increase or decrease before 
you can apply reinforcement," she 
said. 
The next ste,' in teaching the 
trainable retardt!d was labeled 
"situational" by Ms. Dubois. "The 
goal in a state institution,"she said 
"is to push the per'.on towards the 
least restrictive ene' s." In short, "you 
want to make that person as 
independent as possible." 
Ms. Dubois continued, "Take as 
much time as you can in observing 
the student." This is the key to 
determinirig the learning style of the 
trainable retarded. Being familiar 
with the medical records, the diet, 
and even the attention span of the 
person is important in the leaning 
style. On the subject of attention 
span, the guest speaker explained 
the importance of having eye 
contact and knowing what types of 
stimulation the persons responds 
to. "Do not be afr'aid to physically 
manipulate the child to get his 
attention," she added. 
The next step that Ms. Dubois 
recomminded was developing a 
system for the person to recognize a 
situation's environmental cues. An 
example would be to indicate that 
eating is done on a round table top, 
that games are played on a square 
table top, etc. Once again, the goal 
is to develop skills. in the person to 
achieve independence. 
Developing a schedule of routine 
for the trainable retarded is Ms. 
Dubois' next recommendation. This 
is so that "the student knows 
r 
exactly what is expected of him in a 
given situation." This is important 
because it can be applied to day to 
day activities such as washing, 
dressing, etc. . 
Ms. Dubois explained that "task 
analysis" is the last step before the 
generalization of a . skill. This 
involves breaking down a routine 
into components. This should lead 
to "our ultimate goal of 
independence," Ms Dubois said. 
Ms. Dubois' talPwas concluded by 
some questions by members of the 
Clinic staff.. She added, "To work 
with the handicapped, it takes a 
great deal of strength and it can 
often be frustrating. "But,"she 
continued, "it is important not toge!, 
discouraged. " 
Krystyna Dubois' has been a 
Social Worker at the Wrer:tham 
State School for the past two years. 
She works with the parents of 
profoundly retarded children and 
runs a house located on the 
Wrentham State School grounds 
for four profoundly retarded 
adolescents. She also has four years 
of past experience working with 
schizophrenir: and autistic children 
and adults. 
Town Tackles Energy Prob 
by Sue ASCI 
The Bridgewater Energy Task 
(B.E.S.T.) has been introduced to 
the town of Bridgewater through the 
efforts of S.G.A. President Bill 
Mullen, Keith , State College 
Coordinator from Student 
Government, and various faculty. 
The project involves making the 
public aware of how to conserve 
energy in their homes, at no 
cost,low cost, by way of education. 
S.G.A President Bill Mullen, 
Keith, Dr. Harrington of the Political 
Science Department, and Dr. 
Blackford attended conferences in 
Fitchburg and Plymouth during the 
initial planning stages of the project. 
They have received organizational 
help from the Executive Office of 
Communities and Development, 
locatpn in Rnc;;trm 
A meeting was held last Monday 
at the town hall with various 
community leaders to roganize an 
advisory board comprised of 
members of the community. An 
ejght· week guide has been 
outlined for the town to follow. It will 
be the task of the advisory board to 
refine this outline. Now that the idea 
has been generated, it will be left in 
the hands of the community. 
Bill Mullen will be conducting a 
series of workshops. Some of the 
topics to be featured include; sealing 
cracks to prevent drafts, 
weatherstripping, caulking 
windows, and insulating pipes. 
Interested students are welcome to 
come and learn the various methods 
in order that they, too, can conduct 
some workshops. 
"1 would like to see core of 
students who could donate two 
hours of their week to help tDe 
handicapped and the aged make 
these energy·savirrg improvements 
on their homes," said Bill Mullen. 
The S.G.A. welcomes students 
wi th su gges t ions for 'other 
directions which this project could 
explore. There will also be an 
informational meeting for all 
participants on Friday, October 
17th, from 11am to 3pm in 
conference rooms C and D of the 
Hurley Building, 19 Staniford Street 
in Governement Center; Boston. 
PICKLE BARREL 
ROOM 









SPECIAL DRINK PRICES 
238 .. 9017 
October 16, ]9,ts(J The Comment 5 
Letters contin/d: 
humble person to be a V.P. and that 
is why I have so much faith in David 
Monroe as the new President·he 
made it as V.P. for the entire Junior 
year and this part of the senior year 
remarkably. He is the best person 
for the new position. 
In the meantime, there is, as I 
have mentioned,a vacancy in the 
V.P. position. I would like to <take 
this opportunity to endorse a 
member of the senior class who has 
shown continuous interest and 
enthusiasm toward the class of 81 
activities during my terms in office, 
and is willing to make the consuming 
commitment to the position as 
y.. P .... Her name is Robin Georges. 




Kimberly A Cleghorn 
Enjoyed 
Article 
She is a resident student, and had' Dear Editor, 
been dependable in the past with I would just like to say I enjoyed 
contributions to meetings and the article on Dr. Drival of Poland 
events, and who, above all, is willing very much. I, myself. am Polish and 
to make the consuming commit· aher reading such an informative 
ment to the position and accept the piece of writing, my only hope is that 
_ sOlTletimes. overwhelming respon· is has opened the eyes of many who 
sibilities' i:llaf"come-: wlfh- 'the fob, have had no concept of the Polish 
There will soon be a class election heritage. We .poles are very proud 
and I sincerly hope you will select and are always happy to share our 
Robin to be your Vice President. self-esteem with others. 
The last thing that] would like to Being Polish or not. I'm also very 
say is thank you for having enough proud to be a part of Bridgewater 
faith in me. to elect me to office STate College as member of the 
twice. Remember this is the big Class of 1984. From what I've seen 
year! You'll be out in May! Get so far, I am looking forward to my 
involved and get the most out of future years at Bridgewater, 
your stay at BSC. It may prove to be Before I close. I would JUSt like to 
quite worthwhile. say The Comment is one of the 
best college newspapers I've read in 
years. Keep up the great work. 
From a proud "POle" 
sa Marie Menn 
.. ~ 
SPECIAL DOUBLE SAVINGS 
on your 
COLLEGE RING 
• $10.00 discount on an Ultrium College Ring 
• Fantastic trade-in values on your 
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by David Fertitta 
The Hartford Ballet appeared in the S, U. Auditorium on October first, 
and was surprisingly VJell attended. Founded in 1972 with Michael Uthoff 
as Artistic Director, then already a nationally recognized choreographer 
and dancer, the company within three years became the most actively toured Ballet in the nation. As of tast year, Anthony Salatino was 
appointed Associate Director, himself an accomplished choreographer. Anyway the show appeared to start of slow and shaky, but not to be dec~ived, that if fairly t~lrical ofa really true professional Ballet. Fei' the troupe itself must adjust to the audience for th~y in some re~pects need 
the audiences attention and quiet to concentrate as much as the 
audience came to el}joy the performance, 
After the first inten:nission however, the second act started right off in tune and style·wise sWitched over to a more interpretive ballet, set to the 
old story Tom Dooley(if you remember that one from H.S. literature): titled Tom Dula(l976). Excellently choreographed by Uthoff and fine 
costumes and sets made for an imaginative and pleasantly paced performance. Exceptional daricing.was put in by Thomas Giroir as Tom, 
and Judith GQsnellas Laura Foster and talently backed Lip--by Karen Kelly as Ann Melton and Stewart Jarret as Sheriff Grayson,. together 
with the townspeople, performers it all came off without a hitch. The performances thereafter,gro'Jp and singular, with the audience tuned in glistened.and gleamed. 
The final acts, first a Romeo and Juliet Duet( 1980} with handsome Thomas Giroir and the beautiful Judith Gosnell again turning in inspired performances and lastly the entire company in Leggieros(i975) performed emotionally and artistically to a tee. All in all a ba;iet is unique 
of the performing arts intbatthe,show starts off, accelerates, peaks and 
ends ... Bang, and if pulled off skillfully leaves everyone a little richer 
emotionally and as I hobeas r am sure a true lover of Ballet does 
spiritually as well. Hats off to you Hartford Ballet Company and Associates, keep the good work! For information on future tour dates you can contact: 
Bruce Michael-Neil Fleckman Assoc;ates 
327 Central Park West/Suit 26 
New York, New York 10025 
CONTINUING 
Featured in this month's "Ellery Queen Magazine," a national murder 
mystery publication, "Shear Madness," Boston's longest running comic 
whodunit, continues to surprise and delight packed houses of theatre-goers at the Charles Playhouse, Stage II. 
Repeatly 'held over since its opening January 29, "Shear Madness," 
with its unusual format, has won rave reviews. Len Lawrence of WITS Radio adds, " 'Shear Madness' is fast and frivolous, unusual and unique, 
amazing and appealing and frenetically funny. One of the most 
entertaining theatrical evenings ever:: 
Rejoining Bruce Jordan, David Brezniak, and Peter Siragusa in the 
cast of this humorous game of clue are Marilyn Abrams, Peter Kovner, 
and Anita Sangiolo. 
Now playing,through December, "Shear Madness" will be performed Tuesday through Friday at 8:00 p.m.; Saturday at6:30 and 9:30 p.m.; Sunday at 3:00p.m:'. Special' added performances: Columbus· Day, Sunday,October 12 at7:30 p.m.; Wednesday matinees, November 5, 12, 
ahd 19, at 2:00 p.m.; 5:00 p.m. performance Friday, November 26 in place of Thursday Thanksgiving, Novembl::lf 25, 8:00 p.m, performance. Charles Playhouse, Stage II. 76 Warrenton Street, Boston. Student rush tickets available half hour before curtain, Tuesday through Thursday 
and Sunday, $5. For tickets andinfor'mation, call 426-5225; Boston 
. Ticket Charge, 542-3200; Group Sales, 542·3204. 
BILL IS BACK!!! 
~ Forbush is back again!!t Students'and faculty, relax and enjoy 




b~/ Joe McDonald 
Tale of a band. lost then refound 
In late 1975, Kim Fowley, founding member of the Hollywood Argyles, 
writer ,. of the hit song "Alley Oop" and others for Alice Cooper, Steppenwolf and The Byrds, formed a band destined to go down in history as one of the most misunderstood groups to appear on the rock 
scene (the other being the New York Dolls). The group, then composed 
of bassist Mickey Steele, age 18, drummer Sandy West (16), guitarist Lita Gord (16) and guitarist Joan Jett (16), was named The Runaways, By Christmas, Steele had departed from the band to go on to bigger and better things. After a desr:;erate search, a replacement was found in the form of 16-year old Jackie Fox. When Fox joined, Fawley, the self-confessed "con artist who wanted to pull the ultimate scam," 
added a second lead vocalist, a bleached blonde by the name of Cherie Currie (16). With the reJease of their debut album, aptly titled The Runaways, and in conjunction with their stage shows, the group began to 
carve out a following. Numerous rock publications began hyping them as the "female Beatles" and "the next Who". The group was raging, barely pubescent, sexuality on the rampage. Appearing in corsets, shorts, nuns 
outfits, and skin· tight jumpsuits and belting out lines like, "I'm getting so hot, I'm cooking like an oven", certainly lent a helping hand to the group's 
success. As Jackie Fox once said: "We don't play up sex anymore than 
most kids think about it. People want that sexuality·we're just giving them what they want." 
. 
As the following biograph illustrates, rock and sexuality certainly do 
mix welL 
UTA FORD-the 37-26-36 Earth Mother, whose heroes are Jeff Beck and her former boyfriend, Richie Blackmore, would "think about (sex) a lot" 
when she played the guitar. 
SANDY WEST (33-28-38), the personification of, a California girl, dropped Classical violin in the fourth grade to take up the drums. CHERIE 'CURRIE(32-24.5-32) joined the band because "the only thing I 
want to do is sing, and I can't do that in school." Her strongest influence: David Bowie. 
JOAN JETT-(32-25-35) the founding member: the one who is the "soul of the band the same way Keith Richards is to the Stones", played Rythym guitar to "get off on the power." 
JACKIE FOX (36·25-37) with her 170 IQ, turned to music because she 
was bored of school. "I learned in two days what everyone else did in five." 
In 1977, the group's second album, Queens oj Noise, was released. The sound was stili raw and untamed, but the quality had bl2en refined. The vocals were exciting; the instrumentation was crisp and clean. The 
critics began to sit up and take notice. But despite their iminent success, there was Kim Fawley, Fowley never did get along with the band; 
specifically, Cherie Currie. He once stated that handling "(her) ego is like have a dog urinate in your face." Tempers flared, the band fizzled, Currie 
and Fox split. Enter Vicki Blue. In early 1978, the new lineup released Waitin for the Night. It went nowhere. After a very unsuccessful tour, the band broke up. . 
But back in 1977, an album of live material was compiled and released 
, in the land where it was record,ed;Japan. Finally, the disc has begun to 
appear here in the States. The record, simply entitled, Live in Japan, is a tribute to and a documentation of The Runaways at their hottest-UVE AND.COOKING[ 
, 
the record opens with "Queens of Noise", a song based on a line in 
"American Nights:' Right away, the listener can feel theraw, seething power eminating from Lita Ford's guitar. Next is "California Paradise", a 
cross between rock and reggae that features Cherie on vocals. At times her voice sounds like Patti Smith and at others, Patti Page. A new tune, 
"All right You Guys" proves to bea harmless.little piece of "metal musik." The umpteenth version of the T roggs 'Wild Thing" is next. And for the first time Sandy West sings! Her voice is sultry and sensual without 
sounding silly. Thi.s is the steamiest version yet. If this doesn't turn you 
on, you're already dead! 
"Gettin Hot". a Uta Ford·Jackie Fox composition, is electrifying. You 
can almost smell the vinyl smoking on. the turntable. Fans of the the 
"Flesh Eater" take notice! side one concludes with Lou Reed's "Rock and Roll," complete with 5,000 Orientals screaming "It's Alright!!" The song's intro is a riot. Joan forgets the notes; Sandy plays with Joan's guitar; the audience tries to figure out the tempo and so on. And this is 
only the first half of the record. The best is yet to come. Side two roars at you like a Panzer doing 80, as the ear splitting licks of 
"You Drive Me Wild" blast forth from the speakers. This tune features Joan Jett's orgasmic cries of ecstasy during the break. Her moans make Donna Summer's aural sexual assault sound like Marie Osmond. The 
song seg'ues into "Neon Angels on. the Road to Ruin". While Cherie shuts 
out lines stolen from Jim Morrisson ("No one here gets o'ut alive"), Uta Ford plants 'her guitar between her thighs and milks her plastic phallis for 
all it's got. No wonder she's known as the "Queen of the Power Chord." Another new song, "I wanna be where the Boys are" will have you 
squirming in anticipation for the band's only hit single, "Cherry Bomb". EVen today, the song breathes fire and sounds like an anthem for a 
whole generation rather than a pop tune. "American Nights" follows. This is the personification of a 'cruisin' song; one played on a Friday night by kids on qualuudes: "Cmon", another heavy metal, head bangin, love 
song ends the album. While it is tough to find and expensive (almost $10.00 for a single record), it is worth it. It spews energy out and teases you with pure fun. and the album cover (featuring the ladies in various 
stages of dress .. uh, undress), makes the entire package a winner. In case you are wondering what has happened to the girls'since the band's breakup. Cherie Currie has teamed up with her twin sister Marie 
anohad herself a hit album' ( Messin with the Boysh and a hit single (Since You'v~ Been Gone.) She has also redeved critical acclaim for her role as Annie in" the film "Foxes." Joan Jetthas recorded an album in Europ 
currently looking for a U.S. labeL Lit a Ford, Jackie Fox, Sandy West, 
alld Vicki Blue h?\ve seemingly retired from the professionalmusic scene. At least temporarily. And what of Kim Fowley? Well, he formed another teenage group called Venus and the Razor Blades. Consequently, the. group went the way of all flesh and'Fowley hasn't been heard from since. And who said that there wasn't a happy ending to this story,? Back next week with more rock news. 
MUSEUMTRIP 
On Saturday, Oct. 18, the Brockton Art Museum will be sponsoring a 
day trip to the Kennedy Library and the Museum of Fine Arts. The bus 
will leave from the museum parking lot on Oak Street, Brockto~. at 9:0.0 
a.m. Coffee andDanishwilIbe served before the bus leaves at 8:30 a.m. 
Included in the price of the ticket are admission fees, transportation, 
guided tours, and lunch. At the John F. Kennedy Library, participants 
will tour the new facility and have an audio tour. The group will also tour 
areas of the library not open to the public, including the mural by Bernard 
Lamotte of the Harbor at St. Croix, which was originally installed around 
the swimming pool at the White House. 
At about 11:45 the party will leave forthe Museum afFine Arts. Lunch 
will be served in the Asiatic Sculpture Garden. After lunch, there will be a 
guided tour of the "~,OOO Years of Korean Art" exhibition, which has 
already drawn great critical praise. 
To reserve tickets, call 588-6000. Mastercard and Visa are accepted. 
Seats are limited, so reservations should be made promptly. 
LOVE IN 1865 
'Slightly Scandalous' 'Love' Comedy Due Oct. 14 At Charles Playhouse; 
Set in Cambridge, Mass. 
Charles Playhouse,76 Warrenton St.,Boston, Mass.-·T ranscenderital 
Love," a 'slightly scandalous' romantic comedy probing, for one, the 
question: what does a pregnant wife in the mid-19th century do when she 
discovers her husband has been messing around with her best friend?, 
opens a limited four-week n,m with previews Tues., Oct. 14 at 8p.m. at 
the Charles Playhouse. Set in an elegant library in Cambridge,Mass., 
"Love" (written by Daryl Boylan) has the chauvinistic philosopher, Ralph 
Ralph Waldo Emerson and his pink, pretty pregnant wife, SLydian,being 
confronted by outrageous feminist, Margaret Fuller, "a sparrow on 
speed" in this 1840's love triangle. Ms. Fuller, the first woman reporter on 
a major newspaper, had a child while living in Europe by an Italian 
nobleman who may not have been her husband. Double entendres; 
stolen ,kisses; destroyed illusions; philosophical convictions; 
exploratiuns of the growth of women in society and original music 
highlight this fictional 'tabloid. Performed by the Asolo State Theater of 
Florida, "Love" is co-produced by frnak gero and Mark Gero, husband of 
Liza Minelli. . 
MFA NEWS 
The School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is extending' an 
invitiation to all to come and see artists at work in their studios on 
Saturday,Octobel/18, 1980 from noon t03:30 p.m.JheMuseurn School 
Open House, at 230 Fenway, is presented in cooperation with 
ARTWEEK...gOSTON 1980 which has 450 participating artists opening 
their studios to the public during October 18 to 26. 
The School is a place where art is t~ught and art is made. Continuous 
demonstrations by students and faculty will take place throughout the 
day in painting, drawing, photography, metalsmithing, printmaking, 
video, ceramics, sculpture, and other studio areas. 
According to Bruce K. MacDonald, Dean of the School, "Of special 
interest to students, parents, teachers and guidance counselors will be 
information' centers for traditional and alternative' careers in art and 
meeting college, costs." 
In the Museum School Gallery a Student Exhibition and Sale will be in 
progress and faculty and students will be available to answer any 
questions or talk about their art. As Eugene C. Ward, Dean of 
Admissions, says, "It is a chance to see artists in the making and artists 
making art." 
The Museum School was founded in 1876 and in 1926 the present School 
building was opened to house an expanded student body numbering 
over 300. Today the School has some 1,200 students from 32 states and 
19 foreign countries. ' 
In addition to the School's own diploma program, it has an affiliation wi.th 
Tufts University leading to a BFA, MFA, or Bachelor of Science in 
Education degree. 
Currently fhe Museum School is involved in a $4. I-million program to 
renovate the existing building and construct an adjacent wing (of 
approximately the same size, 46,000 square feet) which will have 
skylighted studios, a new library, and an exhibition gallery." Says 
MacDonald, "What we are really looking for isa better gan-et." 
Some of the gest known people in AmericCln art have attended the 
Museum School. As visitors will see, it is where art evolves and horizons 
Clre broadened. Contemporary artist, Robert Motherwell, has said, "In 
accomplishments, in ambiance the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston is as fine an institution as I have seen anywhere in the western 
world. It is impossible for. an artist not to love it, its students, and its 
personnel at first sight, and it is an oasis of creativity in a city that is more 
generally intellectual than earthy." 
For further information contact the DEPARTMENT OF P'i.JBLIC 
INFORMATION at the MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, 267-9300, ext: 445. 
POETRY!!! 
A $1,000 grand prize will be awarded in the Sixth Annual Fall Poetry 
Competition sponsored by the World of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter 
for poets. 
Poems of all styles and on any subject are eligible to compete for the 
grand prize or for 49 other cash or merchandise awards. 
Says Poetry Editor Eddie-Lou Cdle, "We are encouraging poetic talent 
of every kind, and expect our contest to produce exdting discoveries .. 
like Virginia Bates, a housewife from Woodbine, Maryland. Shewon our 
grand prize last year with her poem PIETA." 
Rules and official entry forms are available from World ofPoelrY,2431 
Stockton Blvd., Dept. N. Sacramento. California 95817. 
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ACjDC 
ELECTRICITY 
by Leo Wiltshire 
AC/DC, on their first tour 
without Bon Scott, rocked the 
Orpheum Theatre for two sold out 
shows last week, and they were hot 
as Hell! Their new vocalist, Brian 
Johnson, carried his weight 
superbly. 
shoulders, shakmg hands and 
playing his guitar. Also, during "Bad 
- Boy Boogie" he' mooned the 
audience, exposing his derriere to 
the sold out auditorium. 
mght long. 
The opening act, "Saxon" was a 
perfect example of an unknown 
band making ·fans with a single 
performance. They were hard. 
clean, and interesting. although the 
singer went overboard in hyping 
their new album. 'Wheels of Steel." 
They played intelligent. melodic 
rock and roll. Hopefully. they will 
catc .. h on and appear in the area 
agam. 
The crowd spent Thursday night 
on their feet as Angus Young, lead 
guitarist for the band, stomped, 
sweated, shook and spat his way 
. across stage while hammering 
mercilessly upon his guitar. 
The set had several high points 
involving Angus as he was carried 
through the audience upon Brian's 
The band delivered enthusiastic 
versions of "Hell's Bells," "Shot 
Down In Flames," "The Jack." 
"Highway to Hell," and "Whole 
Lotta Rosie." 
The only bad point of the show 
was that they did only one encore, 
Consisting of "You Shook Me All 
Night Long" and "Let There B~ 
Rock." Nobody would have 
complained if AClDC had played all 
It was a perfect night of rock and 
roll. AC DC is back in black. and 
here to stay. 
LUST IN THE 
AFTERNOON 
by Sharon Donahue 
Do you know who the father of 
Monica's baby is? Do you know that 
Langley Wallingford, posing as an 
imminent' professor, is actually a 
con artist? Do you know that Asa 
Buchanan secretly lusts. after 
Samantha? If you don:t know these 
things, you i;l.re in the minority. You 
DON'T watch soap operas! 
After a brief decline in the sixties, 
soaps are now the "in" pastime of 
the afternoon. Everyone watches 
soaps-Carol Burnett, Miss Lillian, 
Sammy Davis, Jr., Martina 
Nauratilova-even "the other 
Donahue." According to a recent 
report on 20/20, soap viewing is the 
new college craze. From 12:30 to 
Fifty-five works by the Amencan 
expressionist painter Alice Neel will 
be on view at the Boston University 
Art Gallery Oct. 8 . Nov. 2. 
These paintings will span the 
production of t he past 20, years 
when, from the age of 60, Alice Neel 
continued the work she assigned 
herselfsonie 40 years earlier, to be 
"a collector of souls." All of. the 
works in this collection give us a 
glimpse of the personalities and 
social classes of Alice Neel's New 
York: its artists and art critics, its 
neighborhood characters and its 
businessmen reaching for corporate 
goals." Her paintings. above all, are 
about humanity. 
Born In 1900, Alice Neel has spent 
most of her life in New York. She 
4:00, in the ESC S.U. TV room, 
dozens of students are engrossed in 
"Ryan's Hope", "AII My Children", 
, "One Life to Live", and "General 
Hospitar. All of these daytime 
dramas are on ABC, the number 
one soap network in the country. 
The soap creating the· most 
excitement is "General Hospital". 
The Luke and Laura situation, 
otherwise known as the 
consummation question, it the 
subject of much debate in the 
Commuter Caf and Tilly. 
What' causes this phemomenon? 
Why does everybody-young and 
old, male and female, living or dead· 
care about what happens to Luke, 
Laura,. Leslie. Joe, Bobbie, and 
Jessie? For alot of people (this 
writer included) it is the absurdity of 
'it all. Another reason may be the 
incrediqly problems of the soap 
characters make our own troubles 
seem trivial. A Princeton student 
wrote to Genie Francis(the 
tormented "Laura" of "General 
Hospital") 'Your life makes my life 
at Princeton seem bearable." 
T a the few of you who do' not 
watch soaps·why not give it a try? 
Let your mind travel to "Pine 
Valley", "Llanview". or "Port 
Charles": For get your blues by 
getting involved with someone 
else's. 
Paintings of Two Decades 
Boston UniverSity Art Gallery 
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215 
October 9-November 2. 1980 
Monday-Saturday. 10-4. Sunday. 2-5 
617 353-3329 
Artist's reception-Wednesday. October8 
. 530--730PM 
Alice Neel \'11111 lecture publicly 
on Thursday. October 9 
at the Boston University Law AudltOflum 
765 Commonwealth Avenue 
(behind Marsh Chapel. 735 Commonwealth Avenue) 
at BPM 
NEEL pty!ral!0f Vera Beckerhcdf. 1971 
. was a participant in the Works 
Progress Administration's Harlem 
projects during the Depression, and 
pursued her work in relative 
obscurity until recent and long· 
overdue recognition brought her to 
public attention as a major 
chronicler of this' century in urban 
America. In addition to several 
major exhibits during the past 
decade, she has been elected to the 
American Academy of Art and 
Letters. and in 1979 received a 
citation for outstanding worl~ in art 
from Presidenf Carter. 
Nee]' has always been primarily 
concerned with portraying humar'! 
beings in current life. Professor of 
Art History at Boston University 
and curator of the, exhibit, Patricia 
Hills, points out in the exhibition 
catalogue that "Neel has an 
uncanny and intuitive grasp of the 
manners and sexual morals of our 
professionally aggressive. urbane. , 
midole and upper classes: .. she is 
conscious of her own ,position as 
artist recording andcomtnenting on 
our present." Those subjects who 
have fallen into her field of painterly 
vision describe ' her as warm: 
generous. and imminently hUman. 
Ms. Neel will attend the gallery 
opening Oct. 8 at 5:30 p.m .• and will 
deliver a public lecture Thursday, 
Oct.: 9 at., 8 p.m. For further 
inforniation. contact GaJIery 
Maf'lager Amy Lighthill at 353·2520 
or 353-332Q, 
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PUBLIC 
PINTER PATTER 
Trinity Square Repertory Company opens its Seventeenth Season in 
the downstairs playhouse with a production of Harold Pinter's award-
winning play, "BetrayaL" Performances, which commence on Sept. 26, 
continue through Nov. 2. Larry Arrick is directing a Trinity Rep cast 
which includes April Shawhan, Richard Jenkins and Timothy Crowe. 
Resident designers Robert D. Soule, William Lane and John F. Custer 
will create setting, costumes and lighting for "Betrayal." 
Harold Pinter, England's greates contemporary playwrights, is known 
for what is said in his work as well as for what is left unspoken. In 
"Betrayal," relationships between friends, lovers, husband and wife spin 
backwards through time. The audience sees these relationships and 
inter-relationships ravel, weave, intertwine, unravel and rewind. The 
New York Drama Critics Circle gave "Betrayal" its 1980 "Best Foreign 
Play" award. 
"Betrayal" will play Tuesdays through Sundays at 8 p.m. and selected 
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. For further 
information and reservations, please call (401) 351-4242, or stop in at the 
box office in the theatre lobby at 201 Washington Street in downtown 
Providence, Rhode Island. Discounted Season Subscriptions are still 
available and can be purchased at the theatre or by telephone with 
Mastercard, Visa, American Express or Outlet Company charge cards. 
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PROFILEPHILES 
The Ensemble Theatre is proud to announce its cast for their 
upcoming studio production PROFILES. Those chosen performers with 
voices to delight you are Diane Digiampietro, Denise Cormier, 
MaryBeth Lyon, Maureen MacDay, Donald Baillaigeon, Dave Winn, 
Donald Capen, and Stephen Lee. The show is a musical revue with a 
loosely-tied storyling. Each person will portray a character and take you 
on a musical journey through his or her life, appropriately; carying out its 
billing as a musical daydream. The show is being directed by Steven 
Correia, musical director is Lee Pina, choreography by Kerri Roch and 
Ben Silva, our stage manager/costure coordinator Julie Glauben and 
Susan Kane will be' the accompanist. The performances have been 
scheduled for November 12 and 13 in the S. U. Oem. Room. There is a lot 
to be done before those days. If anyone has any free time and would like 
to be a part of it, we'd love to have you. We need help on all crews. For 
more information, contact Steve 9t 697-6851. We qre also looking for a 
drummer to play for the performances. If you think you might be 
interested, give us a call. In fact, if you play any instrument at all, we may 
be able to use you! 
FREE FILM 
~inema clasic "Playboy of the Western World" will be shown at the 
Bn~gewater Public Library on Wednesday, October 15 at 7 p.m., and 
agam on Thursday, October 16 at 3 p.m. 
This .1963 interpretation of John Millington Synge's great Irish comedy 
stars Slobhan McKenna as Pegeen Mike and Gary Raymond as Christy 
tv!ahon, the boastful "playboy" of the title who claims he has murdered 
hIS father. 
The film will last 99 minutes and is free to the public. Film service is 
provided to the library through the Eastern Massachusetts Regional 
Library System, a program funded by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. . 
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HOSPITAL UPDATE 
by Margaret Flaherty 
Here at Bse. seven out of ten 
students are addicted to afternoon 
soap operas. The most populnr of 
these "daytime dramas" is "General 
Hospital". Even those students who 
are not regular viewers are familiar 
with the charctcters of Laura, Luke, 
or the "Left·handed Boy". 
Because of afternoon classes 
many students miss the exicting 
episodes of "General Hospital". To 
aid these unfortunates, this article 
will update the past two weeks of 
General Hospital. 
(Monday, Sept. 29·Friday, Oct. 3) 
This was an action packed week 
in Fair Oaks. 
Monday, Luke a.k.a. Lloyd and 
Hutch were contacted by the Left-
handed boy for the first time. They 
were instructed to meet him at 
midnight in the magic shop. Luke 
planned to force the Left-handed 
boy into decoding the infamous 
black book. Hutch, however had 
different plans. He hoped to find the 
Organization's cache of gold; 
eliminate Luke and the Left-handed 
boy; and run away to Argentina. 
Meanwhile, in Port Charles, 
Paddy Kelly finally died. As you 
remember, Paddy had been stabbed 
by Frank Smith's hit man in an 
attack meant for Joe Kelly. 
Joe, Paddy's son, was wild with 
grief and set out to confront Smith. 
Tuesday, Bobby Spencer 
stopped Joe from going after Smith. 
Joe, Bobby(Luke's sister), and 
Lesley Webber(Laura's mother) 
formed a plan to force Smith to call 
of the hit he had placed on Luke and 
Laura. 
In Fair Oaks, Luke and Hutch 
prepared to meet the Left-handed 
boy.- LiJke-retrievedthe black book 
from the bus station locker. He had 
cleverly hidden - the key in the 
telephone receiver of a nearby 
phone booth. At the same time, 
Hutch had ransacked the magic 
shop without success in search of 
the gold. 
Wednesday, we learned Sally was 
a transvestite! He or she is the 
second hit man sent to kill Luke, 
Laura and Hutch. He planned to was the second hit man. He cannot 
meet Hutch and Luke at midnight; warn Laura and Hutch because he 
kill them and regain th~ black book. was accidently locked in Sally's 
Fortunately, Luke and Hutch closet. 
missed their appointment at the In Port Charles, Lesley, Bobby, 
magic shop and Sally was unable to and Joe were scheming to outwit 
carry out hIS plan. Frank Smith. Lesley planned to give 
Thursday was the day of Paddy Jennifer a surprise party. While 
Kelly's wake. Joe invited Frank Lesley is keeping Smith occupied, 
Smith to the wake. At the same Bobby and Joe will break into 
time;- Joe, Bobby, and Lesley Smith's house and try to contact the 
planned to kidnap Jennifer, Smith's hit man. 
daughter. Monday, Luke finally managed to 
Friday, Lesley visited Jennifer get out of the closet. He became 
and the two of them flew to New frantic when he learned Laura was 
York. When Smith discovered alone with Sally. When Hutch tried 
Jennifer was missing, he became to calm Luke, he unwittingly let 
frantic. At first he suspected the Luke know he was the hit man. But 
Organization was responsible for Luke and Laura are safe as long as 
her disappearance. TheJoeandand they have the black book. 
Bobby appeared with some torn and Tuesday, Luke removed the book 
bloody clothing; claiming they were from its hiding place under Sally's 
holding Jennifer captive in a desk. Then he put Laura on a bus 
warehouse. They demanded that for Port Charles. While he and 
Smith call off the hit on Luka and Laura were fighting, (she refused to 
Laura. However, when Smith called leave) Luke saw the statue in the 
the hitman, Sally, he refused Smith's plaza. The statue is of a left-handed 
order. boy. 
By monday, Smith's henchmen In Port-Charles: J~nnifer's party 
had located Jennifer. Smith was just beginning. Joe and Bobby 
ominously "thanked" Lesley foe had broken into Smith's estate. 
taking Jennifer on vaction. Back in Fair Oaks, Laura got off the 
Meanwhile, in Fair Oaks, Luke bus and ran into Hutch. Hutch then 
was beginning to suspect something took her to the magic shop. He is 
was wrong with Sally. holding Laura hostage for the gold. 
In Port Charles, Heather revealed Wednesday, Luke has decoded 
to her roomate at the mental the black book! He used the 
institution, she has recovered. Sheis inscription under the sta'tue of the 
only pretending to be in a catatonic left-handed boy_ He also discovered 
state. the gold which is hidden beneath the 
Diana threatened by Heather's statue. The gold is money Smith was 
possible recovery, told Howard, her embezzling from the Organization. 
lawyer, she kneV:' the idenity of herb Luke confronted Sally. (who is 
her adopted son s parents. S~e also really Max Hedger, theOrganiza~ 
forcedI-Ioward to promIse tOtion's number one assasin.)He and 
protect her legal right to her son. Sally/Max are planning to kill 
Diana and Heather are two ?f t~e Hutch; Luke gets Laura; Max gets 
" few people who know P. J., DIana s the gold. But Luke is too sharp to 
son, is also Steven Lars, Heather's trust Max. 
and Jeff's son. In Port Charles, Bobby and Joe 
Tuesday and Wednesday, the were urJsuccessful in contacting the 
ABC Program Director had the gall hit man. Sally/Max called but hung 
to pre-empt "General Hospitanor a up when Joe answered. Then 
baseball game. , ',' Sally/Max called someone to warn 
T~ursday, Luke ~as searching the Organization of the Suspicious 
Sally s room and he dIscovered Sally called from Smith's estate. 
BANNED A T BSC 
by Margaret Flaherty 
It's Friday night. 
The clock is approaching 
midnight. 
Outside the theater, a full moon 
casts an eerie glow over the growing 
crowds at the doors. 
The doors open. The mob surges 
in. Under the bright lights of the 
lobby, sequins sparkle and black 
satin gleams. Guys and girls prance 
about in fishnet stockings and black 
corsets. Others are dressed in 
tattered tuxedos or filmy black 
negligees. Their faces are masked in 
heavy theatrical make-up or 
outrageous 'sunglasses. 
Among the wild, erotically 
dressed crowd is a grou p of 
conventionally dressed wide-eyed 
"virgins:: These "virgins," as the 
regulars call them, are first time 
viewers of the cult film "The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show." After tonight 
they will be:the same. 
The majority of tonight's virgins 
will ,be amused and occasionally 
shocked by the vulgar but hilarious 
audience participation as they are 
'5howered with' rice, water, toilet 
paper, and toast. Some viewers will 
be annoyed and repulsed by the 
unconventional goings-on: Finally a 
few, perhaps only one or two 
(tonight) will be captivated by the 
magic of this fantastic cult. 
These are the loyal fans who have 
created a cult of inc'redible 
proportions: The International 
Rocky Horror Fan Club has over 
1000,000 members stretched over 
three continents. 
RHPS has come along way from it's 
humble beginning in an ex peri 
mental playhouse in London. It's 
sucess . in England captured the 
interest of producer Lon Adler, who 
brought the production to Los 
Angeles. 
Then Lou Adler and Richard 
O'Breen, the writher of RH 
approached 20th CenturY Fox: 
They hpoped to make the play into a 
movie. FinaIl~,20th Century agreed 
to produce the movie on a budget of 
only one million dollars. 
The movIe was released in 1974. It 
promptly bombed. 
Then in 1975 the movie 
reappeared on the midnight circut, 
on the West Coast. Soon RHPS 
became an underground movie. 
,First in Los Angeles, then across the 
country, Rocky Horror be.came a 
success." 
The mania grew. Everywhere 
people began dressing up and 
mimicking the action on the screen. 
The audience lines' became as 
important as the actors'. For 
example, in one scene Frank N. 
Furter is seducing I3rad. Frank is 
interrupted and calls, ''I'm coming:' 
The audience calls, "So's Brad." 
RHPS has become an incredible 
cult phenomenon. The movie has 
and is grossing between two and 
three million dollars a year. 
The Class of '81 had hoped to 
sponsor a Midnight showing of 
RHPS on October 24th and 25th, 
but the movie was recently banned 
from the SSC campus. 
This story, begins back in May. 
Then Kim Cleghorn, President of 
the Class of 1981, presented the 
idea of showing RHPS during 
Homecoming. Dean Deep, present 
at the meeting, raised no objection 
to the movie at that time . 
Then [).avid Monroe, Vice 
President of the Class ofl981, was 
refused permission to use the gym 
just a few weeks before the planned 
showing. He was also refused 
permission to show the movie in 
Tillinghast, the Library Lecture Hall, 
or anywhere on campus. 
The reason the movie was 
refused was because 01 possible' 
violence between viewers or 
possible damage to the furnishings 
and building. The administration 
also did not approve of the nature of 
th~ film, qlthough in. past years such 
films as "Flesh Gordon" and ''The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre" have 
been showp 
So to allay (he fears 'of the 
administration, David Monroe 
made a presentation. The 
presentation included a floor plan of 
the gym; precautions for security 
s1,lch as checking for bottles eggs 
and other harmful items; an,d 
provisions for police and clean up 
crews. 
Still the administration refused. 
Next, several organizations in 
Bridgwater were contacted, such as 
the Knights of Columbus and the 
Po r tug e s e- A me ric a n c I u b . 
However,all the clubs either could 
not or would not rent their halls to 
SSC students. 
Recently, an attempt to show 
BSC's RHPS at masjsoit failed. 
The administration of massisoit was 
afriaid of snubbing the adminis 
tration of BSC. 
So, now the class of 1981 is &650 
in debt and David Monroe is 
personally 'liable. 
Besides' the practical problems 
this situation presents, there is the 
issue of ce nsor sh ip.- The 
administration has banned RHPS. A 
movie that is open to anyone over 
the age of 17, A movie that has 
. played, at Fitchburg STate. This 
censorship is ali insult to the 
intellegence and maturity of the 
students on this campus. 
If anyone has any suggestions or 
simply wishes to show their support, 
contact'David Monroe. 
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Adopt A Prisoner 
Veronica, age 24 \.Vasa student at 
a large university in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, when she disappeare six 
months after the present military 
junta seized power. She was 
expecting a baby at the time. For 
two months her family, frantic with 
worry, tried without succes to trac e 
her. Then they were told that she 
was in prison. No charges had been 
filed against her; no trial had been 
held. During her detention, 
Veronica was subjected to sexual 
abuse, beatings and electric shock 
treatments. Seven months after her 
arrest, she gave birth to a son in 
prison. Her new· born baby had to 
sleep on the floor of her rat· infested 
cell. 
Unfortunately, Veronica's case is 
not unique. The mindless brutality 
in Argentina is not an isolated 
II dOl'snl CUIK!!rIl liJl'l1l. Hut L1U Wl' 
ddfl' l(l turn our bdCks on 1l1t10Cl'1l! 
\Klll1lS thr()lI~hllUl Ihl' \VUllO lvllt) 
ell t: .Jnl:'sled. C011 tll1!2d. lUllure(j~ 
Unl!:'ss Wi:' mur!:' lortunall::' one!:> 
heed theIr pllghl"cmd d() S()1l1t.'ti1l!1g 
to help them--l cirt:'dd to thmk ()t 
whal IllL' tuture ot the v.lurlci \1.'111 bl' 
hkL'. 1 Ilrmly be hew that. 911..'JI\ ltw 
OPPUrlUl1lty [u help. must peuplL· 
would. You hdl.'e {hdl oJ)ponunl1!,.' 
nuw. 
ChrIstIan fellllwsh1p. 111 
c () [} P l' r d t lUll W 11 hAm t1 L' ~ t,~' 
Interl1i:'tlltJl1al. \MII 11ldkl:' It Pt):::':::'illJl' 
lor members 01 I ht:' (ullege 
cummul1Ity to "adopt'" () pnSOl1l'r 01 
conscIence. There dn! c:tbuut 2.UUO 
adopllon groups \11 UV!2r 30 
countries. Each group consIsts oj b 
1020 people. and is aSSIgned a[ leas! 
two and sornerimes three prisoners 
10 work for. phenomenon. Thousands of men, The adoptIon group Ull oLlr 
women and young people in all parts d ' 
campus WIll WrIte It'l ters an' wltes 
of the world are being tortured or to government otticldls who' WIeld 
incarcerated for their beliefs today, I d 
mtluence 111 the cas!:! I\1VO VI:! , we 
even as you read this article. wnre to embaSSIes, we wIll C()llldCI 
Torture is'-l subject tu whIch (llnl prison utllC'db and ellen II1tlUl:'l1tidl 
of people close theIr minds It s too members ult hI: press It) tht:' 
'.\'TH\:.' It! tl1l'i pn~t l: IU' \\~, \.I.Til~·. 
tilt>. tll thl' PlISlllWI 0:< 1.111111\". 1< I K<'L'P 
up thl'!l ~p!nb. tl,iL'l tlkil; kll()\', 
Ihell li1v itlLdl ,;(iIIP[\tJll ~:ln)U:i :-. 
dl!l\'~·II.' l'11Sd:!L'(j ,1'1 tl:-'Ill~~ [II :1<1',\' 
It,,,, pn::'()l1l'l Il'it'd:>l'(\ 
t.\'t'li [Ih' 111 1 .1",' rl'JllL'''~t''l" 
9(J\'f,'II111iL'l1h ,\rv ~"nsltl\'t' ,111(1 
reSpl\1bi\l' ill ~L1l h PUhlll prl'~~Ul"L'. 
MorL' 1i1,lIi I,UHlt) pns{)nl'r~ ull 
CUlbL"lL'nu.' hdve tll'en rvlv<\Sed 
since Amnl'slY Int('fnclIIUI1.l1 bL'gdl, 
\,l,.'orKll1g 111 lYbl. In m,l11':i ldSl':'. 
pnsol1ers dl"t:' 1t'll'clSl'cl, dl[t:'l 
sustalned eilurt hy dll ":1('i\lp[lor. 
group, Th~r\::' clrl' pe()ple hk" ~'Illl 
people I,\.'lio Cdrl'. wl\u dUll i '.\'<1111 II) 
bury theIr hedds In the s<llId. \t,.'hu 
vv'ant to und du. help. PnSlllll;;'l"S ur 
consnencl' call be Iwlp~d. Al1l1 y'OU 
dre the UI1l' who Cdn help tlll'lll. 
Fur turther mlurmdllOll dbullt 
)0111111g the campus dcioptlUI1 group. 
Con!dC! thl' Chnstl,\ll l-ell\)\.Vshlli 
mimster. RI!v.I{ICi1dHiHuttIlH!S.l':'..!. 
492 ur sene! your j),.\ll\e Zl1Ici dd, In's~ 
to Chn~[kll1 r:vli()w::,hlP. ~lud('nl 
UnIon. Cdmpus, 
disturbing to read about, to thl!1k parllculdrs ill the Cdses. <mel Wf:' 
about. They turn the paqe, pretend '. .. ..................... ~ 
........................................ . r . i rr.:(iOTSn4 _K'SC-:~ i 
• • • • i and "Side by ,Side" i 
• • 
: A WISE AND CONVENIENT PLACE : i TO SHOP FOR ACTION CLOTHING i 
: AND FOOTWEAR! : 
• • • • • • • • • • i Dingo i 
. Dickies : i • 
: D.C.'s i 
: Wolverine .: 
+. + 
Nike :. i ,'.: ~ Thorn MeAn 
• 
B : aracuta • i • 
: Minnetonka mocca7'-ins i 
: .. . : L ....................................................................... , 
Charges Instituted 
in Game Room 
by Terri Cooney combine to decrease our ability to 
The game room, located on the provide quality services and 
third floor of the Student Union at programs." Veno also pointed out 
B.S.c. is not quite as busy these that over 85'!o of the Student 
days, and the main reason appears Union's income is derived from 
to be inflation. Although the students' fees monies which have 
clanging and buzzing of the pinball remained unchanged since 1976 
machines "on stHi be heard, The even though the cost of living index 
main attractions which used to be (now at 227.7 percent) has risen 62 l !o 
the free pool and ping pong tables since then. In addition the minimum 
don't seem to be seeing as mucn "vage has increased of 209u;,. As a 
action as usual. Not coincidently, result of this increase at least 
$1.00 per hour charge has been $6,000.00 was spent for student 
instituted for using the tables. Ever employment last year. 
since the opening of the Student Finally, there is an increasing 
Union building in 1970, these number of expensive rep~irs that 
facilities were available !o all are needed each year since the 
students at no charge and were building is now approximately ten 
used frequently by many. Now, with years old. Last year.alone, $3,000.00 
the advent of the newly imposed was spent on repaIrs for the game 
charge, this former m~nner of room. Acco~ding to Vena the 
recreation and relaxatIon has Student Union has apparently 
become a luxury for many reached the point where such a 
fi na nciall y- st rapped B. S. C. charge can no longer be put off. "As 
students. far as [ know," said Vena, 'We are 
The new charges went into effect the only college that did,n't 
this Septemoer and are the result of previously charge for pool and pIng 
a combination of factors. Rick pong table usage. It was Just a 
Vena, Director of the Student matter of time before we would be 
Union explained it this way, "The unable to afford such a luxury as 
Student Union operates on a fixed free pool and ping pong for ollr 
income which means that inflation, students:" 
pay increases, and' maintenance 
SALE 
Back-T o-Schoo.l 
Save on quality used furniture 
BEAR BROWN'S 
TRADING POST 
461 Centre st. 
Middleboro, MA 
Call Anytime 947-7442 
Desks, bookcases, chairs, 
nightstands, lamps, bureaus"beds, 
bedroom sets, couches, coffee & 
end tables, televisions-color & b/w, 
sewinq machines and refrigerators. 
L SPECIALS 
Brass King-SiZe Bed Complete 
Lowrey Organ Genie 44 .. Model 
Many more items not listed!!! 
Open Daily 
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Classifieds 
TRivia Woman and Stunl WU'Tlan: Hey pal, 
here's a big hello for you. Had a bu'sy week and 
now it's time to relax. Easy on the doors, and 
walls this year. Right next docr. Don't listen 
either. See ya 'round your check deliverer. 
Hey you rail fag stop kickmg me will ya! Oh I 
really like ice In my bed and getting up early for 
class. thanks buddy. Get much mail lately? 
Let's play backgammon we can be psyched for 
days. Here's to good moods and a game of 
caps. SociaL 
io t he gent leman in 521. or thereabouts, if you 
play LaLaLaLa Lola one ore time, we're genna 
break you so bad you'll be thumbing your way 
to the elevator. And to Dave, and Fr.Brian: 
EMDF. 
for sale 
Portable refrigerator for sale. Oni~ J year old, 
coppertone, great for a dorm room. call Pa-ul at 
697·6093. 
Guitar for SAle: Used Excellent condition. 
Cas~ included. Good deal··$75 firm. If 
interested. call Debbie at 697·6tl4 I. 
AmiFm car radiO. Delco 375. Skyhawk, no 
speakers, $50 Prof. Deluca ext. 591. Conant 
216. 
74 Ford mustang II. 4 cyl. P.S. AmFm Al 
condo Great gas economy. First $1800. Call 
697·3562. ask for Scott. 
Fur Sale: Motorcycle. 1973 Honda 5004. New 
seat, exhausl and die·hard t'Jattery. Many 
accessones Included. Excellent ~ondition. 
Must sell $800. call Tally b78·0g95. 
Marantz turn tahle. Sanyo 8·t rd..:k record 
deck. Jynco amp. 80 watl per ch. Must sell 
cheap. See Steve Rm 221 Scott Hall. 
8 room colonial. 4 bedrooms, 2 modern baths. 
modernkllchen. laundry mom on 1st floor 
convenienl location. Cali owner at 697-6470.' 
1974 Yamaha RO 2SU cC. $SOO. 1973 Triumph 
Dasy Tonnel "SUU" $950. 197b Kawasaki '7S0 at 
~160(). 1972 LIncoln Mark IV at $2S00, 1974 
Ford Torino J;:lite al $1275. Clil ilt 822·2453 or 
697·3166. 
lost & found 
Lost: One blue wool ~'<lp. (CLII burglar CdP!. 
wlth smilll piece 01 green \J.lIIl sewn on the 
inslrI" II loulld contact Jeff. The Gnnch. 
Gnndley. 
Girls, yes I do helieve in premarital sex. Run 
YOI.l\ fingers through my golden lock and get 
turned Ull anytime. How abDut now. I'm 
waiting. 
"Mean Jean". Thunks for my juicy personal. 
there is alwilYs iI first tim!! for everything. 5 day 
hiking experiences, making Choc. milk. being 
a "Looser". getting th!! wrong medic<}lion. and 
missing our pizza rE'union. It·s nice to have a 
friend. even il cheerleader. Riv,~r Driver. 
Alfred .. yotlr animal tllilgnit ism -:-d~ivin~s 
wild. When ClIl1 we set' you in your loin cloth'? 
--- ~ ... _-_._-- .... 
To Rilymrl11d. y()ur VE'~~-:;;~::-;:;l<ll, is your 
life ('ompll!te now·~R.R.w<lsgr{'al. Rempmber. 
I light up yom lif('. 
-----_. ------.-... - .... ~. 
To c;t'lire's hrother. W()VI!.l;~~~~l:d potat(;;;'-' 
have to go over my nol£'s. Thdt's disgusting. 
Yeah right. Sun'. okail<~y. !)oorches·star. 
S],)asmotic. HopI! YOU:Villcllil this personal 
becausl' WI! don'1. STop hy dnd see Pdshil 
sometime. CAn Toqr,nn hilVl' this dam'£' with 
you. 
-- --,--..... ---, .... , .. "~ ---.-_ ... " --. 
Hey Filt Boydlci I lE,t th'lt ~iir~~i:?·Y<)l~:-r~'f~r 
away hut in mv heMt ilt ,III linws. TGND. 
Grilsshoptwr· TI1I;'rl' I!> only OIwof ·~r·Jll.-Y(~U 
dre a gn'at fm'ml ,ltld WI' hdv(~ 50m(' wild limps 
ahead o( us . .Psydwd. you did not Il1flV(1.tO(). 
We have 10 tt'ilch I!,lch rllher more of our 
"w'llks." Meel!. 
Hey B4:'!:'k ·Wh'ltl'h<l qor:' How dll YOll k"p 
... uch" ml'Ssy T(JOIll':"'Oh It·sd('dll. sorry. C,('II,I 
·Job. will Yil'~ If Y0l! slmnk 1l1.IVh(' yuu'll iiI illto 
VOLtI' shtrt!'. (jot ,lilY silo('", IOWdSh. SI(llll'll.lllcl 
sealed by your HUddy. 
ToS;~~~)~-;I)~-~I~I'~lt-I';'1 il;,'I;';I~:I'(;l; i;(:rj~I~'~" 
Don't worn; ·srJ!lW(l!1p will jlw,h till' dpv,lIm 
hutton for you If YOl! (',111'1 rl'<1l·h. C,ml h,lvt' ,I 
pIece of th<ll n"d~pr you l1<\d I<lst wl'e"'~ e,,,1 
11)(' d plnl, ,11l11Iw() lill'!' frol1lli1(' f{'frtql'f,llol' 
my l1dck hurt;;. Chow H,.,hv. 
To you: You who put more confusion into my 
head, but at the same time you unraveled 
. some other confusion. I wonder if you 
remember. You probably don't realize it..but 
I think you helped me. Someone. 
Attention TTlyn: Do youfe~1 picked on? 
Sexually frustrated? Join the' Action CEnter 
for Myn. Meetings are held bi·weekly. 
Propaganda and rumor spreading will be 
discussed. Join us and close !,lour mind. What 
have you got to lose but your seit'respect. , 
To the Cobra. you slili got those smooth 
moves through the grass? I s your month 
almost over? Or will it take that long (smile) I'm 
glad your cnanging (joke). see ya if I exist. The 
Crowd 
Blond Wenc h: When are you going to write me 
a personal? Guys like me are hard to come by 
and deserve fan mail. If I don't see a personal 
next week, so help me I'll rape ya. "The 
Maddog." 
Spaz, have you had any epileptic seizures 
lately? Haven't seen you around, been seeing 
too much of Donna (the R.S.) lately? Tom's 
idea. P.S .. You're mean to me. Signed with a 
T' 
Mel, Scooter, KM. Ellie, Cindy, Mary, Chris, 
Lori. AI, and Marty: Thanks for the great 
"legalL" celebration. What a surprise. My 
favorite cake. my favorite wine, even my 
favorite bird. Who could ask for more? You 
guys are the best··love your one and only box 
of chocolates. 
To the maintenance worker with the baby blue 
truck. I've been admiring you since school 
began. I hope we can get together sometime. 
You lopk like you could show me a good time. 
Look for me in Wood. You'll' know when you 
find me. Love from the third floor. 
Terri-·I had a great last Wed. and look forward 
to more talks of love and hate, and walks on 
the tracks. Let's give it a try··Su amigo. 
To Eddie, why can't we be more than just 
friends? I'm tired of just giving you money! 
Hey Paula R. Surprise! Your name is slashed 
all over the newspa;1er, now you're in for it. 
Why don't you write Me another novel length 
letter, the continuing ,pic·saga of your life. 
Thank you very very much. For everything. 
Infinity .. Michael. 
My love: Shakespeare will never be the same 
·again. I can hardly wait for our season of 
magic. You and William.and the moon (You 
wear a suit so I'll know who you are.) Ah. five 
plays, good seats and thou. Love you. 
Cath,·Had fun Thurs. last. I'll play "Taxi" dS 
long as you want How dare you miss Whit>'> 
Rabbit. We'll have to go to lunch more often 
have a good weekend? This last week has beeT~ 
a blast. Thanks to you. Her.e·s to more good 
times. Doc. Rock. Rand R Doctor. 
Rocky. I wanted to show you in black and 
white, If I haven't already told you too much. 
that you look fantastic. You will always look 
fantastic in my eyes. I hate being away from 
you. I wish I could see you more. Let's play 
football sometime. Miss you, Lynn, 
Yo Sir Nose: Whatta ya doin? Did you bump 
that nose'? It's not broken either'? Boy you poor 
thing you have to live with something like that. 
I thought maybe you hit it coming off the 
blocks. Next time you in c.G~ don't do it. 
Banned RKS. YOur partn?r. 
Hey Saunce. What's shaking Baby? The rae's 
down south and don't like it huh? Sowhatta ya 
doin'( Drm't get too high. Did ya quit smol{ing 
yet'? WeIlI'1t talk to ya. Just jess, Susie Scoop. 
To the two fags who live next door. you two 
really are quite the bore. The tall fag goes to 
bed at 10:00. Spacey has one beer and she 
can't even walk. Fags singing old MacDonald 
and being psyched for weeks, See you later 
from Bealsie and the beek. 
Ivor, guess who loves you! from an incredibly 
beautiful green·eyed red head. Frito L. the 
Pious Reid will officiate and Divar will give the 
bride away just to make it lawful. 
To the guy playing."Sweet Transvestite" in the 
parking. lot Thurs. come down to the 
Comment, office sometime and visit another 
Rocky Horror fan. "Magenta". 
As they say in french: Would "moi" send youa 
personal? Yup. 
To Mrs. Monteras' student, Mary Madden 
wants to know where your sequences are. For 
all intense purposes, you're wondering. Well. 
let me wrap this thing up and summarize ral 
quick by saying "A T' will explain. See 
explanation. Samoht. 
Rocky, Hawl" Chet, Q. REass, Mush. etc. 
Future Managing E: Thank goodness your 
mother taught you how to cook. I may never 
eat pizza again. Sometimes I just want to 
tongue· tie him. Let's run awa)..' on Wednesday 
and party!!! Your diZZY friend, Shark. 
If you want to work or support REagon or are 
looking for buttons. bumper stickers. see 
Terry Murphy, 226 Scott Hall, 697·83.21. ext. 
356. Cali or see personally, time is running out. 
Help support the next President. 
Remember back in 1976 when a plainsman 
from Georgia said. ''I'm not a politician. p Well 
don't you believei!. J.C. is quite asnake comes 
to being a politician. T.hat"s why BSC don't be 
fooled by Carter. Vote NO.4 
This is the explanation Samoht wrote a slight 
hyperbole. Don't feel yourself flattered by 
having four personals ... 11 wasn't that good. We 
are writing this all in F and G's. Don't let it eat 
away at you like D.O.T.D. Hemmingway. 
Jenny C. Remember me, seems like we just 
met the other day. So what do you know .. I 
hope maybe my name and if you do look me up 
cause I'd like to talk to you. 
Joanne: Hey thanks for all t he dirty jokes. You 
are an innocent filthball. Thanks for the PB and 
-J sandWich that turned out to be fluff. that I 
didn't eat. Have a happy day. MaryAnn. 
DAvid, I miss you very much. I want you back 
so we can play S.l.visit the M. of S .. Quincy 
Market. Fields Park and Old Silver. Never 
forget that crazy night at the nip. NO more 
flirting on the highway. Love ya fovever. Lisa. 
To my Cuddle Bunny, I love you so much. your 
Cuddle Bear. 
Empty, I bet you thought that I forgot your 
birthday. Well once again you were wrong. It's 
my time to be right. Well hope you enjoyed it. I 
did. Love SB. 
Freshmen: I have noticed a lakc of partying on 
The Hlil and I must say that I'm disappointed. 
You are going to destroy our old BSC morto: 
"Let the good times roll." Let's party. A 
sophomore. 
Hey. hey Laura. don't worry about your sexual 
report card because from what you've told me. 
Paul's a lousy teacher. Hey Paula.lt hink I qui1. 
Hello Rm. 7 WOod" Hey Paul, you big HOG. 
Hey Jeff. did you say "Main St.;; in Oxf~rd. 
Ralph. road trip to Westfield soon. 
The Dayal College: Sometimes I dislike going 
to school each day. There are decisions and 
challenges each day. My friends at school are 
excellent and my classes are fantastic. I must 
ll?arn to accept my roommateslik!? my friends. 
11'5 going to be difficult. I must give It my best 
elfort. I know that it will work out. 
Hi Oisapse. Have YOll gotten home before 
3:00am lately'? Been seeing too much oj Carol 
(KS.)·We haven't been to the Showcase and 
The Pub South in weeks. What is il·too tired 
from all that Dirty·Dogging. You're mean to 
"T"·Navitius. 
Sr~ Sue. Sr. Sue. your hands on me are like 
wandering Jews (Hey. I'm poetic). Be careful 
with your thorns, I'm a fragile balloon. If you 
read this colonel, you'll know what I'm lalking 
about. But remember. this is not a personal to 
,you, you already have enough. 
Dear Priestess. 1 must. say. 1 did enjoy your 
personal last week. I'd like to shake your hand. 
You see. I'm also a fan of Moe and Donna. P.S. 
[ hope I'm iiwited to the wedding, don't you'? 
Kramer. yes there are other fish in the sea. Liz, 
the day will soon come when we don't have to 
worry about bringing the car home. m and m. 
Skip. now I know why you got that nickname. 
It's t he way you walk. Your 21 inch wajst looks 
great ni red leotards. along with that little 2 
incher. [ caught' yoesniffiligthat extra small 
dance belt. Now we're even. Don't retaliate. 
Or we'll use secret 1A'€dPOllS. 
Paul. Are BB's caused by that. cold fngld air'l 
Black eyes fit your perscmahty. Your always III 
the dark. We both know nothing happens 
though you couldn't handle it. Puberty IS tough 
stage In life, Try Clearisil. It may help those 
BB's too. This is war. : . 
Hale 51. Foxes: You girls are defimte1y the 
eat's meow. All I can say is Dam. Then again, 
it's great getting lost cuz you always know 
where ya end up. Logic. Joanne, Judy, 
Maureen, Eileen, and Carol, you're beautiful. 
To My German ~Black Russian", This greek is 
beartng no gifts but friendship. Please forgive 
me and accept my gift. 1 miss you terribly, 
especially your smile, Love the Sweet Greek. 
Lost: My heart to the girl from Lexington. 
To Pippi, Julie, Cher.Cher, and L.P., Missing Please return it or give me yours. 
you! 
T and B of Brockton, you toxey chicks. city 
girls from Middleboro. T·K is better thanD. B. 
can't you make up your mind about which 
sse male IS the best'? Camp days, Florida, 
Shannigans, we need a new club. Don't study 
all the time. K and T. A secret shad~w. 
To the girls in Pete·s tennis class: ChriSSY E· 
vert eat your heart out. Col. heh partner what 
would I do without you'~ Probably be chasing 
tennis balls. Di you look tired, drink more milk. 
Farmgiri, what a Joke! Don't play pattycake. 
Cam carnes the bag for the coach once again 
Lynne, remember how we met m the hall 
outside Fitz' class'? Since then you've become 
my favonte person to sit next to and share the 
cunfuslon of academics with "Hz" to Brett and 
bEcky and I hope you like your first personal. 
Lu\.', Kath. 
To Mrs. Gibson, How are you 'wday'? It's 
1l:40pm now and I'm writing Ihis and then we 
all have to plan lor a midnight.rendezvous in 
Taunton. Sound familiar'? Take care. Karen. 
Pledging is the greatest. 
Girls: I'm dying to meet a woman like I met i!.t 
Alpha recently. She had the sweet smell of old 
beer. the eyes of worn out sneakers. the 
sincerity 01 9 eager men, the durabiitty of a 
samsomte,and the sensuality of a salmon. 
Signed. Hammerslelll. 
To Miss Lovely Sweet Baby Jane, hi here's 
your personal. Are you happy? I sure hope 
so. 1 wouldn't want one of the prettiest and 
nicest sorority sisters to be upset with me. 
Take care, Karen. 
What does Lincoln and Australia have in 
common? Why do i keep'writing meaningless 
personalsr . 
Princess Running WAter: Lite at Sanger ST. 
has been great since Judy bit the dust. I'm 
looking forward to another super year at BSe. 
I hope you had fun in the Bib B. We'll have to 
do it agam soon. Love ya steezy, TESIBASS. 
doe and Bill, only you two could of engaged in 
such an endeavor. consuming alcoholic 
beverages IS one thing but don't you care 
where and in front 01 who you get smashed. 
This scandel could ruin the prestigous 
characters you both hold on campus. 
Have you heard of the Chicago 7? Now there's 
Alpha 9. thanks to you; Ok-Gok, or Hammer 
lady, or the Retard in the Bikie Jacket. It's' 
Chefs birthday on the 23rd. Can you handle 
23? Parasite IS a woman. Rockies, Revolution, 
no.g. 
Hey-MOnobe. What's up baby? Ready for a 
few more rounds':> And then some. Love, P.L. 
and L P. 
Sly·1 love you. Boy was I drunk. GodziHa. 
C.G. Wqlker: 1 noticed that you had a good 
iime frio night. 1 guess that those green pills you 
got really work. By the looks fa you Monday, 
the pills must have brought out the KE.S. and 
emonons III you. I wonder what the poor guy 
looks like. R.e. 
.fth floor Shea RA's: YOu're the best. We 
really lucked out. Parties are great. We'lI Wlli 
em all. The spirit of Shea seems super. Let's 
3D, see ya round maybe "UpSide Dawn", Keep 
,milin pals. 
Hey soup woman .. Eat much? Peanut butter, 
ielly and saltine crackers. We should all go uut 
to eat sometime and have a decent meal. What 
do ya say'? 6 more. staiTh~aJthy. Chocolate 
Pudding. 
To Mark 5245: Ali the girls all over campus KIm: I'm glad we talked Saturday morning. 
want you to leave them alone. They preter the Thank you lor being a fnend. I really do 
crabs to you. Tak a hint please. the girls. appreciate It. 
Carrol, Ted,. Alice;. Wipe the windshield, 
"bluejeans, UFO'S, Lions Den. Norman 
Rockwell, Bartlett's Apples, Piano Bar, Dinner 
on the Lake, Steak, Pizza, Lilly Tomlin, Aye 
Yae, Da·Yuk, MIni·Bus, Thanks ior letting me 
be your terst guide. love Bob, 
Marion: (Ensemble Theater) YOll heW€! a 
secret admirer. Just thought J"d let you know, 
N.M. Thanks allain. water guns, back 
scratchers. POD. and ribbons on presents will 
never be forgotten. I'll get you back I promise. 
N,L. D.G. forever. 
Lou: YOu can wnte as many meaningless ----------------~ 
personals af> you want. WhV not'? Everybody Happy Birthday SA·BA: You're almost a 
else does!!!!l Love. Shark. woman now so let's staft acting like one. We'll 
K. Monster·congratulations. You'll be a good 
sec. yuu can take lessons from me. Is that 
have one wild one for you so get set..Where's 
that peppermint stuff. One bonle will do it 
now. Love, your SS gang from Pope. 
really true about Kathy and Doreen') ( never __ --:---------------
would have believed it. don'l catch the disease' Jean. Behind all that blonde hair and those 
on 3rcl and 4th. "Bottoms Up .... the Scab. green eyes there'~ quite a person. Glad I took 
the time to find out. A friend. 
BiII··So glad you're my drinking buddy. We 
always seem to outdo ourselves. The Catholic 
Center was a one of a kind night, Never again, 
but thanksanywaYj. Love, Doe 
To Dorea and Bouncer: No more shopping 
carts it you two keep passing out. No more 
thumb,wrestling, shower curtains. lice, Midol, 
L·Monsters. or cucumbers. Buy me a buzzer 
Millie, Well here's your first personal of the"or get out. With warmest personal regards, 
year. Welcome back to BSC and let's all hear it Dick Rat. 
for Sanger STreet. high left leg kicks with'our ----'-----
new head cheerleader Doe. We'.lJon't miss our Darlene. Do you ever wonder if you're here 
old cheerleader but sure do welcome our new only to take up space? Have a good time in 
one. Love Doe. Conn. Joyce. 
Happy Birthday to you. Sorry I didn't know To the Women's field hockey team. Whip it, 
about your birthday. Hanice. Remember! owe and whip it good. K. A.you guys ... all the way. 
you one at Windy Ridge. smell ya soon, Love Up hockey. Keep up the good ~vork. A 
YLlU, Harry, devoled fan. 
Hey Whimp. you.gotta play m!,l game, by my Touche. How's it going buddy'? JLfstbecause i 
rules or not at all. Your Whimpette. don't see you around much doesn:t mean I 
haven't been thlllking about you. Hang in 
Q .. Or do I say the Mighty Q. Walt unlll we get there-·we·1I talk ~(.)on. I promise. Study hard 
our new coach wha't an expenence that IS and have fun. Love spike. 
going to be .. A. 
To my Juggling partner in 408: We shllld go into 
Judy Scanlon .. Happy Birthday. Although business. Just rhlllk. next stop the Gong 
you're still a youngin. From OldiRs in 89. . Show. How abolll getting into the GLliness 
Book of World Records by juggling dynamite. 
Sweat Inspiration. "1 will go to the end of the That· would be d blast. 
earth .. to me that's what your worth." 
Baby M: We've lll'lde It' threw 8 months. Let's 
"Boo" every hear of "MIsunderstanding" by COl11l1lLle to live tor ollfseivesillld each other. 
Genesis'? Well. that's where we're at. I hate it. tovever. I love you b,lbe. I JlIS! low YOll. 
Hey Maniac. Did you like your personals'? Told 
you we'd get you good. We'Re waIting for a 
reply. Hey, don't be stich a stranger. Come by 
cmd visit. Your faithful Wi_ndy triends. 
Can we please be triends'? [miss you. Me in ----.---. -.-.----------
,524.5. COdch: II touk l::Illll1nths hut better late Ih,m 
never. Thanks 1m l'ilnng enough tn <1lw<lYs dsk 
To Tim: Beware of the three girls in a green what.'s wrung hecautiC' I r(>aliy do w,ml y()U to 
cally. we will get you when you least expe~·t it. know. And I rt'ally hpl! 11h1t sonwd.1V I wont 
Y~)u can l'ount on it. IMw ttl .Idke 1l1\.' IlWdIUnl': I lo\'l' !.1m\. your , YOll guys make me sick. I can't believe you 
stooped that low. Quess you would de; 
ilnything to get it wet. And the "hammer lady" r------:---------------
still walks bow legged to t~1I the story. S:gned Will Type: I---::-:----:---~-----. 
wrestling p.lrtlwr. Tlw Chl~'1. 
A 
. ISh Contact Lens Wea"4?rs' 
nllcs. nc .. AsubsidiaryoftheMUFFDIVERS cool papers, reports, " Corp. S~\V~, 1l100WY (111 Y()Ul'l1<Hl1'~, In,md 
.~ ________ ._______ resumes, etc... h,Ue! llild sntl .. ItJI1S supphes. Send 
.. Call DonnaMar."e 1m II" II I i I To the Wednesday night Produdion '{It' 1 liS rd! (;'( Cdt d 09· 
Regulars (That's you Sue): Whn!'s nn thi.; after 6:30 PM Contact Lens Supplies 
week's menu? Some more cupcakes or hnw 447-2798 '1)0"," 7453 
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Work at home- no experiel1ce 
necessQry-~xcellent pay. Write: 
National Service 
9041 Mansfield- Suite 2004 
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The men's Tennis Team 
improved their record to 4-1 last 
Saturday by defeating Framingham 
State by a score of 7-2. At first 
singles, co-capt. Bruce Oglivie was 
overpowered 1-6,1-6 by Kevin Nawn 
who played a strong overall game. 
Joe Reagan at second singles had a 
tough go of it versus Bob Clausen, 
whose backhand was just about 
unplayable in the second set. But 
Joe changed his style of play in the 
third set to play his opponents 
forehand, easily taking that set and 
winning the match overall 6-3, 1-6, 6-
L At third singles, Peter 
Koutoujian played a superb match, 
beating Tom Fair 6-0, 6-0, Matt 
Regan, playing fourth singles 
combined good groundstrokes and 
smart net play to overcome Jany 
Lind 6-2,6-1 while 5th singles Eric 
Montgomery put together a hard 
topspinning ground game to defeat 
Mike Smith 6-2,6-1. Mike Silber at 
6th singles won his match by default. 
At 1st doubles, Rick Miner and 
Mike Silber had their problems 
losing to Bob Clausen and Jay Liner 
2-6,4-6. The 2nd doubles duo of 
Mike Persia and "California" Joe 
Yukna outsteadied their opposition, 
taking the match 6-4,4-6,6-2. The 
3rd doubles was won by BSe via 
default. 
Women's 
The women's tennis team 
continues to perform consistently 
well, their record now standing at 6-
3. The women have lost only the 
likes of Southern Connecticut, 
URI ,and Providence, all traditionally 
powerful in women's tennis. 
Meanwhile, the BSC women have 
held their own very weI with stro11g 
victories over Wheaton, Bryant" 
and U. Lowell during these last few 
Field Hockey Stays on Winning Side 
Over-the"courseorThe last two 
weeks, the BSC women's field 
hockey team has raised their record 
. to 4-2-3. A recent road trip' found the 
ladies tieing Holy Cross and 
Westfield, winning against 
Northeastern, and losing to U Mass. 
and Springfield. 
In the game against Holy Cross, 
the scoring efforts of Lisa 
Vaillancourt and sophomore Karen 
Croteau kept the team out of the 
losing column, Much credit should 
also be given to the defensive unit of 
the team as time after time they 
turned away Holy Cross shots. The 
ladies then traveled to Northeastern 
to return· with a 2-1 victory over the 
. lit!SiKies;. KarenCrot<aauhad both goals in that game to heJp boost the 
team's record to 4-0-2, The team 
moved on to challenge Westfield 
State. The ladies came up with a 2-2 
tie late in the game to save their 
undefeated record. Vaillancourt 
scored both goals in this game. BSC 
now held a record of 4-0-3. 
Over the holiday weekend, BSC 
ran into some stiff competition, 
dropping two games" Their first loss 
came last Friday against U Mass . 
BSe haa a 1-0 lead at the half and 
seemed to dominate play for the first 
35 minutes of hockey, However, U 
Mass mustered up an attack scoring 
4 unanswered goals in the second 
half for a final 4·1 score. 
Bridgewater . then traveled to 
Springfield College on Monday in 
hopes of raising their record to 5-1-
3_ However, Springfield's attack was 
ready and as thl? final whistle blew, 
BSC had been ddeated by a score 
of 5·0. The ladies return to 
Bridgewater now for a 3 game 
homestand in hopes of having better 
luck ahead: Thesehedulefor· the 
ladies is as follows: Thurs., Oct. 16, 
at 3:30 against Yale, Sat. Oct. 18, at 
1:00 against U.R.I., and Tues., Oct. 
21, at 3:30 against Plymouth State. 
So here is your chance to come and 
support your team' for the 
homestand! See you on the 
sidelines! by L.H.R.L. 
Rich "Dube- Student Athlete 
by Gil Bliss 
When he's not pitching for the 
Kansas City Royals' AAA farm club. 
in Omaha, Nebraska, Bridgewater 
resident Rich Dube attends dasses 
at Bridgewater State College. It's 
been a long but . steady road 
upwards for the Bridgewater-
Raynham Class of 76 star pitcher, 
Drafter by the Kansas City 
organization in the third round of 
the 76 draft after an impressive hight 
school career (27-5 W-L, .06 
ERA), Rich turned down' a full 
scholarship to the University of 
North Carolina for a substantial 
signing bonus and a ticket to th~KC 
Sarasota farm club in rookie league. 
Supported by a good attitude and a 
passable curveball, Rich worked to 
a 4-1 record after a month and a half, 
earning him a promotion to 
Waterloo, Iowa, and Class AA ball. 
Beginning the summer of 77, he was 
placed in the Class A Daytona 
Beach, where a combination of a 
bad team and a glamorous location 
caused a slide to 3~ 14 with a 4.40 
ERA. the organization thensent him 
to winter instructional league to 
straighten . himself out, a move 
which proved successful. That 
resulted· in two years at 
Jacksonville, Class AA, the first of 
which was good (12-9, 3.40 ERA), 
spprked by more confidence in fomt 
of better defense, and a shaky 
second where a bad spring carried 
over to the whole year. 
Despite adversity, Dube fought 
back to a 6-2 record, earning a 
promotion to Omaha, the next step 
below the major leagues. This 
schecluleenables Rich to go to 
school in the fall, while wori<ingon.a 
Nautilus body-building program, in 
the 'spring 'it's back to spri'n~ 
training. He credits his marriage to.q . 
local girl in February of 1979 as a 
settling influence on him, and the 
two enjoy the travel during the 
season, as well as the money they 
save'with Rich's baseball salary. He' 
plans to give two or three.~ore 
years towards trying to make the big 
leagues, although it will be tough to 
break in with a club fresh off the 
World Series season. The exposure 
one recieves in AAA baH, with 
scouts in attendance at many of the 
games, mkt 
makes it possible for a good arm to 
be placed with another organization 
if the parent club is well stocked with 
talent. 
Bad local facilities for baseball 
inhibit the chances for other local 
phenoms to go the trail that Rich 
Dube has traveled, but prospects 
for improvement better with the 
modern trail1ig programs beil)g 
developed commonly today. Should 
the major league door never open 
for Dube, he still has had 
experiences that the average boy 
only dreams about,. pitching in 
professional basebalL At the same 
time, he realizes that the body does 
not last ·forever, and is spending the 
time necessary to get an education 
earlyinlife. Should the hands of fate 
twist the right way, we may be 
watching Royals rnokie star pitcher 
Rich Dube compell'hlg in next year's 
fall classic with this year's 
American League champs. 
weeks. 
On Thursday,Sept. 25, the 
women traveled to Wheaton 
College, and when the apple pickin' 
was done they had emerged as easy 
5-2 victors. At first singles Nancy 
McKinney lost her match to Ann 
Zanchen 1-6,3-6. Tammy Turner, at 
,2nd singles easily won over Laura 
Dodge 6-4,6-1, utilizing her strong 
serve in doing so, while 3rd singles 
Judy Scanlon took three sets to 
overcome Lisa Boyd 6-7,6-1,6-1. At 
4th singles, Marybeth Doucette 
defeated Maryann Ratcliff 6-4,6-2 
and Valerie DeSalvo, at 5th singles, 
overcame Lisa Hansen 7-6,6-3. 
In doubles competition, Denise 
Gagne and Robin Gangi were 
defeated by Wheaton's no. 1 
doubles duo of Ellen Curren and 
Launm Elliot. That score was 6-7,2-
6. At 2nd doubles, Patty Szczesny 
and Sue Pacetti won a tough battle 
against Melissa McNerny and 
Andrea Pola,6-4,1-6,6-4. 
On Tuesday, September 30, BSC Nancy McKinney at 1st singles 
was visited by Bryant College:But overcame Jean Landers 6-2,6-2, 2nd 
rude hosts we were as we turned singles Tammy Turner won over 
Bryant away 6·1 losers. Number one Mary Ellen Doherty 6-4,6-0, and at 
singles Nancy McKinney was a big ,'4th singles Mary Beth Doucette lost 
winner, 6-2,6-4, over Shelley Taham only the first game of her mathc to 
while Tammy Turner at 2nd singles win 6-1,6-0 over Donna Smith, and 
overpowered Anne Westdyk 6-1,6- Valerie DeSalvo continued her 
2. At 3rd singles Judy Scanlon consistent performance in defeating 
defeated Anne Sawla 6-2,7-5, and Sandy Balkus 6·0,6-0. 
4th singles Valerie DeSalvo won In doubles play, Robin Gangi and 
over Cindy BareIli 6-3,7-6. Sue Patty Szczesny paired up to win 6-
Pacetti at 5th singles, lost her match 4,6-2 over Sissy Breed and Vickie 
against Lisa Daly 6-7,6-4,2-6. Hughes. At 2nd doubles Sue Crotch 
In doubles, the first pair Robin .... ~d Sue ~acetti combined their 
Gangi and Denise Gagne were talents in their 6-2,7-6 victory over 
winners over Eileen Fay and Lori Suzanne Findlen and Sandy 
McCurry 6-2,7-5. 2nd doubles Patty DePolito. 
Szczesny and Sue Crotch won (. Upcoming Games 
tough match 6-4,7-5, against Sue Women 
Rannanberg and Sandy AlerniC'n. Oct. 9 at S.M.U. 
Last Saturday, October 4, the Oct. H-12-Maiaw 
women hosted ULowell. Playing Oct. 15 -home-Brandeis 
with confidence and determination, Men 
BSC never needed a third set in No more scheduled games, Oct. 11-
defeating my hometown 7-0. '2 Salem State Tournament 
_____ S;--O_"_s_o..=;...1_I _ta_'''''y_R_o_o_d_R_a_c_e __ 
OCTOBER 13, BROCTON 
SPONSORED BY SPARTAN 
ATHLETICS CLUB 
The Bonne Bell Race wasn't the 
only big race held in Massachusetts 
on Colombus Day. The 8.7 mile 
Sons of Italy Road Race, sponsored 
by the Spartan Athletic Club of 
Brocton, received national attention 
as well. Ken Babs, of "Running 
Magazine", came all the way down 
from Oregon Headquarters to 
cover the race for the magazine, 
which is. finan!ced by NikeCo. 
. Brocton men swept the top 3 
spots in the Men's Open. Brad Kron 
won the Mayor's Trophy for first 
place .. in a time of 45.53, smashing 
the course record by 74 seconds 
(1.14.) Peter Duvall finished second 
in 46.21 and Brad's brother Phil, Easton won the Women's Open, in 
Kron captured third place in 47:35. an excellent time of 58:59. second 
The Men's Masters (40-50) was place went to Kathy Bolander, ofthe 
won by Sidney Yip, who ran for the Delta Running Club . of Miami, 
Cambridge Sports Union, in a time Florida, and Marjory Reagan from 
of 49:35. Robert Clark of the Boston Providence, R.I. finished third in the 
Athletic Association (BAA) finished Women's Open. 
second, and Tom Knudson, a SSC The Women's Masters Division 
Basketball coach placed third in the (40 and up) was paced by Beverly 
Men's Masters. Nolan from the BAA in 1:04:05. 
The Men's' Senior Division (50 Mary Melany and Irma Walat, both 
and up) was won by James Costello from Brocton" finished second and 
of Hingham in an impressive 57:03. third respectively in the Women's 
Vincen,t Miller ... rep~?$entins . the Masters . 
Teamsters local got second, and Bill the top 3 finishers in each division 
Coughlan of Stoughton came in won trophies and red racing T . 
third place in the Men's Senior shirts were given to the top 20 in 
Division. each division. As usual the Sons of 
Taking a look at the women Italy Road Race was 'sponsored by 







A senior from Hingham, Dave had an outstanding game 
this past Saturday. With his two field goals, he accounted for 
half of the team's points as the Bears Football Team beat 
Western Conn. 12~0. 
Dave also had a fine punting day averaging 41 yards total and 
having one excellent kick of60 yards, and another all the way to 
the ·opposition's 2 yd. line; 
